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Opening Arguments
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f you’re at all knowledgeable about comic book history, you prob-
ably know that Marvel Comics got its start (at least as “Marvel 
Comics”) in 1961, with the debut issue of the Fantastic Four by 

Stan Lee and Jack Kirby. The company existed before that, dating 
back to the late 1930s under the names “Timely Comics” and “Atlas 
Comics,” but FF #1 finally put Marvel on the map as an innovating 
company, after two previous decades constantly following others’ 
trends. 

In the 1960s, though Kirby was the top artist to informed comic 
book fans, Stan Lee became the breakout star to the general public, 
garnering attention in the press as the hip writer who changed com-
ics and super-heroes around, with a newfound complexity to their 
characterization. Lee’s m.o. was giving characters “hang-ups,” like 
Iron Man’s weak heart, Daredevil’s blindness, Spider-Man’s—well, 
acne, heartburn, post-nasal drip, allergies, chronic halitosis, and a 
dozen other maladies, depending on what Stan Lee interview you 
were reading. I’ve still never found most of those ailments in any 
of Spidey’s comics, but the public got the idea—Stan was doing 
groundbreaking writing, for comics anyway. To his credit, Lee’s  
dialogue did take the characters to new, hipper areas than readers 
had seen before, and he deserves the accolades for it. Marvel’s com-
ics were different than anyone else’s, and by 1965, all their competi-
tors were trying to copy the company, with little success.

A major part of the reason they couldn’t duplicate Marvel’s 
popularity was because they didn’t have a visionary artist/storyteller 

like Jack Kirby working for them. While Stan was the public face of 
Marvel, Kirby was a behind-the-scenes creative engine, helping steer 
the direction of virtually the entire line in the first few years of the 
1960s. He not only brought an incredible sense of power and dyna-
mism to Marvel’s line-up, he came up with countless characters, set-
tings, and concepts that are just beginning to be mined today by the 
Marvel films that are breaking box office records around the world.

As the 1960s wore on, Jack was doing more of the work, via 
the “Marvel Method,” where the “artist” was responsible for much/
most/all of the plotting and pacing of the stories, while the “writer” 
concentrated on the words in the caption boxes and balloons, after 
the drawn pages were completed and the story totally fleshed out. 
But Kirby was also seeing Lee get most of the credit—and since Lee 
was the editor, he had final say in making changes to Kirby’s stories, 
even tales he had minimal or no involvement with from the outset. 
It led to irreconcilable differences between them, and by 1970, any 
semblance of a collaboration was over.

Add to that Marvel’s shortsighted insistence on withholding 
Kirby’s original art from him as a bargaining chip in the 1980s. They 
feared that his involvement in the creation of their characters would 
reflect poorly on them legally, and they’d have to pony up some 
equitable remuneration to him for all the creating he did as a free-
lancer. It was the perfect storm for a contentious battle, that inevi-
tably reflected poorly on both men, as they disputed who actually 
created the Marvel Universe.

Long after Jack’s death, that bitter fight culminated in 
September 2009, when the Kirby family took steps to reclaim 
rights on characters he was involved with between 1958–1963 
at Marvel Comics. There was a protracted legal battle, in which I 

played a minuscule part, but Disney became an enormous player, 
due to purchasing Marvel at that time for $4 billion. With that 
much money at stake, there was no way they were going to risk los-
ing the copyrights on their investment without a fight.

As things stand today, following a 2014 settlement between 
Jack’s family and Marvel Comics (now owned by Disney), an injus-
tice that had existed for over half a century has been righted. Kirby 
is now recognized as a co-creator, with Stan Lee, of the Marvel 
Universe and its major characters. Marvel says it in their comics, 
Disney says it in their movies, and the world at large is slowly 
catching on to what learned comics fans already knew. Money has 
changed hands and legal documents have been signed, so as far as 
the general population goes, it’s over. Kirby finally won—though I’d 
argue that Marvel, Disney, and Stan Lee also won, due to the good-
will this has and will generate for years to come.

But—and there’s always a “but” in comics history, isn’t 
there?—there’s still one technicality that hasn’t been resolved. Just 
who did what in that creation spree between Kirby and Lee in the 
1960s? Kirby’s most ardent supporters say he did 90% of the work, 
and Lee hogged all the glory. Stan’s fans feel he came up with the 
basic ideas, innovated with his characterizations, and reined in 
Jack’s wackiest notions with deft editing and slick Madison Avenue-
style promotion.

So, who’s right? If you take all the hard-core partisans of either 
guy out of the picture, is there a way to help the remaining body of 
people who care about such things, reach a consensus on the topic?

I don’t know, but I’m going to give it the old college try in this 
book, named in tribute to Lee’s signature “’Nuff Said” catchphrase.

Originally, I announced this project back in Summer 2014, 

Black Bolt finally speaks up in 1966’s Fantastic Four #59. As you’ll see, it was also 

the year everything changed for Kirby and Lee.
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The Rules of Law
here are a few things 
to note in fully  
understanding my 

methodology for this book.

Adding Some 
Color To My  
Font Choices

This was originally going 
to be a black-&-white print-

ed book, with all the quotes 
differentiated from my text by 

using a BLACK TYPEWRITER FONT. But as I got further into it, I 
felt its “oral history” approach would be better served if there was a 
clear demarcation of who was saying what, without overwhelming 
it with “Stan Lee said...” and “Jack Kirby replied...”. So throughout, 
Lee, Kirby, and Ditko (the three main players) receive their own 
unique font treatment, for easy identification. Lee as “writer” gets 
that same typewriter font for his quotes, except that it’s printed 
in RED. Wherever there’s a quote by Kirby, since he’s such a bold 
artist, I use a sans serif font printed in BLUE. Ditko, being so idiosyn-
cratic, gets a unique script font printed in GREEN. For any conspir-
acy theorists out there, please know there was no intentional biblical 
or political connotations to my color choices.

WORD
BALLOONS:

All of the “character witnesses” that are quoted 
remembering past events are announced with a 
word balloon, and their typewriter font is in SEPIA. 

Feeling A Little Tense
Since this is a chronological examination of an historical era, 

I’ve decided to put the main text of it in first-person tense, to better 
convey the progression of time. Where I interject a quote by Kirby 
or Lee that was spoken much later, I bracket the year it was said (i.e. 
[1969]) at the beginning of the quote, so it’s immediately apparent 
it wasn’t said concurrent with what preceded it.

The Fine Print
Yes, I know the footnotes and art captions are small. Again, 

this is an intentional choice I made, and not just to save space in 
this dense tome. As much as possible, I don’t want them to interfere 
with the flow of reading the main text chronologically. I’d like them 
to be more of a minor distraction, like a gnat, instead of a giant 
bumblebee buzzing around your head. But there’s good info there, 
so read them as you go along, if that works best for you.

Your Friendly Neighborhood Spiderman (-)
Throughout this book, if “Spiderman” has no hyphen (as 

opposed to “Spider-Man,” the trademarked spelling of Marvel’s 
signature character), it’s intentional because either: 1) I’m talking 
about the version of the character before Steve Ditko’s involvement, 
which Kirby brought to Marvel in that unhyphenated form (more 
on this later), or 2) it’s Stan Lee (or someone else) spelling it that 
way mistakenly, or using it inconsistently. Since the original art for 
Spidey’s first appearance shows it was unhyphenated before lettering 
corrections were made, I think it’s important to the chronological 

discussion to keep this distinction intact, rather than correct it.

Take It With A Grain Of Salt
Just like in a court of law, I want to present the factual 

evidence to be evaluated, with real-time quotes, and the 
memories of those who were involved. But there are 

instances where I’ve chosen to speculate, to help drive a 
point home or bring some clarity to the discussion. 

Anywhere I feel I’m interjecting my own opinions forcefully  
or questioning the historical record, I preface them with this salt 
shaker icon. Feel free to completely ignore my ramblings and  
continue on with the “stuf’ said” by the key witnesses. I don’t mind 
being overruled.

The Need for Speed
To keep this truly chronological, unless it’s specifically indi-

cated otherwise, all the dating and quotes in this book are in real-
time—the time the stories were being worked on, not when they went 
on sale. The lead time with which Kirby, Ditko, and others were 
drawing their stories is important, so I’m making educated guesses. 
For Kirby at least, I’m assuming these were the average number of 
months that Kirby was drawing a story ahead of its publication date:

•  1958–1961 releases: three months ahead
•  1962–1964 releases (with annuals thrown in): four months ahead
•  1965-early 1969 releases (when he was also doing layouts for other 

artists, and later when his workload lessened to just three books 
per month): five months ahead on Fantastic Four, four months 
ahead on others

•  March 1969 to late 1969 (after moving to California): six months 
ahead on Fantastic Four, four-to-five months ahead on others

•  1970 (after taking on more final work): back to five months ahead 
on Fantastic Four, four months ahead on others.

This list is a very rough guide, only showing a likely average 
time when Jack might’ve been working on each strip, based on 
anecdotal evidence. If you want to see the spreadsheet I used as my 
guide, you can download it here:

http://www.twomorrows.com/media/KirbyMarvelDates.xls

It’s likely got a lot of inaccurate listings, but can serve as a start-
ing point for giving us some idea of what Jack was working on at the 
time some of his and Stan’s quotes were being made. At the end of 
the day, this faulty list should be good enough, as few of the dates 
are that critical, and if I’m off by a month (or three, or even more), 
we’re still getting a general sense of the sequencing of work to com-
ment about it. Since no definite listing of Jack’s production schedule 
exists, this’ll have to suffice.

Stan’s lead time is much easier to pinpoint accurately. An 
average of three months prior to the release date is when he would 
generally start dialoguing an issue. Again, it could vary (Ditko 
recounts waiting 54 days once to get a dialogued Dr. Strange story 
back for inking), but I need a general guide, so that’s what I’m using. 
A Bullpen page or letter column was almost always written three 
months prior to the on-sale date (and four months at most), so those 
are easy to pin down. Comments in Fantastic Four #6 (1962), Strange 
Tales #137 (1965), FF #58 (1966), and my queries to Roy Thomas, 
let me pinpoint when most things were written in real-time.
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There are some exceptions to be aware of:
In Amazing Spider-Man #25 (the first issue with Ditko’s plotting credit, on-sale date of March 11, 1965), Flo 
Steinberg apologizes for repeating a reader’s letter in both #22 and #23. That means Flo’s apology was insert-
ed, probably at the last minute, into the letter column for #25 right after #23 went on sale on Jan. 12, 1965. 
That means the letters page for #25 went to press after the Jan. 15, 1965 on-sale date for #23 at the earliest, 
making it two months before the on-sale date. But I’m willing to write this off as a correction sent to the printer 
at the last minute, and not the normal timing.

I’m working backward from release dates, but Jack worked far ahead, and sometimes in a different sequence 
than issues appeared on the newsstands. For instance, he inexplicably has 5-page stories in Rawhide Kid #43 
and Kid Colt #119 in 1964, over a year after he’s stopped actively doing Westerns. Were these done a year 
earlier, and finally published in 1964? Or six months earlier? As a last-minute job Stan needed? There’s no way 
to know for sure.

The job numbers on each story can help somewhat in ascertaining the sequence in which Jack does each 
story, but only a little. A new job number was assigned when the first activity on a story took place, and that 
wasn’t necessarily Jack starting to draw it. It could be Stan assigning it to another writer (or himself) weeks or 
months before any actual work begins, and in that time Jack may’ve started drawing the job assigned the next 
sequential job number.

Also, Mark Evanier told me that Jack didn’t necessarily work a regular schedule of Fantastic Four/Thor/Captain 
America this month, then another FF/Thor/Cap the next month, etc. When he finished one job, he’d ask Stan Lee 
what he wanted him to work on next. Since Jack was fast and worked far ahead, Stan would assign Jack’s next 
job based on any number of factors. For instance, if Joe Sinnott was about to need inking work, Stan might tell 
him to go ahead and do another Fantastic Four issue. If Joe were running behind, he might tell Kirby to draw 
another Thor or Cap strip, or give him some rush or fill-in job that needed doing the most. 

Jack and Roz took a couple of trips to California prior to Jan. 1969 to find a new home, check out schools, etc. 
So the latter half of 1968’s schedule wouldn’t fit a regular pattern.

More perplexing is Kirby’s 1969 work, after his move. He’s dropped Captain America, leaving only Fantastic Four 
and Thor on his schedule. The loss of that full book would’ve adversely affected his income, and based only on 
release dates, Jack was sitting around with one-third of his time in 1969 unfilled, thus one-third less money 
in his bank account that year. While that may’ve been the case some months, his work pace was constantly 
changing, and Mark Evanier said that at one point, Kirby may’ve done multiple issues of one strip in a row 
before jumping back on to another strip.

But there are a few key clues we can use, to pinpoint some specific dates. For instance:

•  The letters page of X-Men #5 says that Stan and Jack will start on Fantastic Four #28 as soon as the letters 
page is completed. Since these pages were generally done three months prior to the ship-date of an issue, 
that notice was written Dec. 3, 1963, so Kirby would’ve started FF #28 around Dec. 9, 1963. Interestingly, 
that’s also the first issue of FF that featured margin notes, so that helps date the onset of their use, since FF 
was the book most likely to be ahead of schedule.

•  The first issues where Jack leaves margin notes on his pages for each strip, should all coincide within 1–2 
months of each other. (There’s no reason to assume he would add margin notes to FF pages, but not Thor 
pages done right after, or vice versa.)

•  The same logic applies to the start of using the smaller 10" x 15" art boards, rather than the 12" x18" “large 
art.” If Marvel told artists on a given date to start using the new size, the first issue of each strip that has it, 
probably would’ve been drawn within 1–2 months of each other. (Unless, of course, Jack was doing multiple 
consecutive issues of one comic before jumping to the next one, which we have no way of determining.)

So we’re making an awful lot of educated guesses on these dates, and you should take them all with a grain of 
salt. But regardless of where he deviated from a regular production schedule month to month, it would’ve even-
tually come back around to righting itself once deadlines loomed. So there is value here.

Jack came into the office initially, every other Friday. Since he could draw three pages per day easily, it would 
take him less than a week to draw a full issue. So each “story conference” would be for multiple books, to keep 
him busy for two full weeks.

When is a Script not a Script,  
and a Writer not a Writer?

Just as an “artist” can be two things (Van Gogh and Beethoven 
were both “artists”, but only one of them was the kind of “artist” 
that actually generates paintings and sketches), so can a “writer.” 
And in comic book parlance, a “script” can have multiple meanings.

Coming up with a story idea (or “plot”) in comics, is different 
than creating the dialogue for a story. Lee often lumps it all together, 
and uses vague generalities for what an “artist” and “writer” are, 
when in reality, the writer may do either or both of those tasks. 
When Lee calls himself or someone else a “scripter” or “writer,” it 
doesn’t necessarily mean that person came up with the idea for the 
story (by themselves, or in collaboration with an “artist”); just that 
they wrote the final blurbs and word balloons on the printed page.

In the Marvel Method, the “artist” may contribute half, or all 
of the plot/idea for a story, and unless they specifically demand it, 
they usually don’t get public credit for that effort. Just listing them 
as “artist” or “art by...” sells them short. Conversely, listing some-
one as “writer,” “scripter,” or “written by...” may over-inflate their 
contribution, since by default it implies that person came up with 
the story plot/idea. Unless there’s a specific “plotted by” credit to 

the contrary, the reading public assumes one person “wrote” it, and 
the other one “drew” it, with no melding of talents between the two. 
And that’s not the way comics worked at Marvel in the 1960s.

Kirby was especially a victim of the lack of credit that the 
Marvel Method causes. Where other artists (Gene Colan, John 
Romita, Don Heck) would flesh out scenes with minor details and 
additions, Kirby fleshed out entire stories by adding new concepts 
and prominent characters. He plotted or co-plotted much of 
Marvel’s output, even on stories where he only did basic stick-figure 
layouts for other artists to complete.

Examine these quotes from both men, and I think you’ll see 
what I mean. Remember, Stan’s in red, and Jack’s in blue:

“You can call it plotted . I call it script . I wrote the script and I 
drew the story.”
1985: An Interview with Jack Kirby by Leonard Pitts Jr. Date determined by Pitts’ letter to Rand Hoppe at the 
Jack Kirby Museum.

“I did everything but put the words in the balloons. But all of it 
was mine, except the words in the balloons.”

“Every word of dialogue in those scripts was mine. Every 
story.”

“I can tell you that I wrote a few lines myself above every 
panel...”

“They weren’t printed in the books.”
“I wasn’t allowed to write dialogue, Stanley. I wrote my own dia-

logue.”
“Did you ever read one of the stories after it was finished? 

...I don’t think you ever read one of my stories ...”
“Whatever was written in them was [insignificant]... it was the 

action I was interested in.”
“I don’t think you ever felt that the dialogue was that 

important... you felt, ‘Well, it doesn’t matter, anybody can put the 
dialogue in, it’s what I’m drawing that matters.’ ...I don’t agree with 
it, but maybe you’re right.”

“If one man is writing and drawing and doing a strip... you should 
have the opportunity to do the entire thing yourself. Create your own 
story.”
Aug. 28, 1987: Robert Knight’s Earthwatch, Jack Kirby radio interview conducted by Warren Reece and Max 
Schmid, WBAI New York.

Kirby and Lee both refer to the word “script” as meaning differ-
ent things at different times. Sometimes it’s a fully-written, detailed 
explanation of what should happen in every panel on every page, 
such as what Lee types up in the 1950s before the Marvel Method 
comes into play. Other times, it’s Kirby’s set of fully drawn pages 
that are turned in and ready for Lee to add the blurbs and dialogue. 
And still other times, “script” refers to a sheet of paper containing 
Lee’s dialogue, to be added to Kirby’s drawn pages by a letterer.

From his perspective, Kirby is “writing” the story when he takes 
a basic plot (either his, Lee’s, or a combination of both) and breaks 
it down into a multi-page story, pacing it, setting the scenes, and 
adding whatever creative touches and characters he comes up with. 
He also considers his margin notes on the side of the pages to be the 
“script” for his “dialogue”; written in shorthand, yes, but adequate 
for someone to expand upon, to make more polished verbiage in the 
balloons.

Lee usually does more than just reword Kirby’s margin notes, 
sometimes changing Kirby’s meaning to make the story more 
in-keeping with his own tastes. He views that dialogue creation as 
“writing” the story.

So when you see words like “script” and “write” and “story” 
highlighted in this book, take a moment to really analyze what the 
speaker means. It’s not always as apparent as it may seem. As you’ll 
see, when Kirby or Lee misunderstand what the other is talking 
about, it can lead to a lot of conflict in stuf’ said.



1940 
Jacob Kurtzberg and Joseph Simon collaborate for the first 

time on Blue Bolt #2. Kurtzberg’s debut work for Timely Comics 
(the future Marvel Comics) appears in Red Raven Comics #1 (August 
cover date), with the “Mercury” feature. It is the first time he signs 
his work by the name “Jack Kirby” (one of numerous pen names he 
initially uses, but it’s the one that sticks), and the team of Simon 
and Kirby is established. Sometime in late 1939/early 1940, Timely 
publisher Martin Goodman hires Joe Simon as the comics line’s 
editor, and, outside the office, Simon and Kirby conceive of Captain 
America, which they pitch to Goodman, who agrees to share 25% of 
the profits with the team on top of their rate of $12 per page. Kirby 
is hired as Timely’s art director for $75 a week.

JOE
Simon:

“We created Captain 
America. We did the 
first full book of Captain 

Marvel for Fawcett Publications. 
I also created Blue Bolt, a super-hero comic 
book, for Curtis Publications, the Saturday Evening Post people, 
all in one year. It’s unbelievable; I just can’t believe what we did 
in 1940.

“Jack and I turned out so much stuff that we had many 
work methods. At the beginning, I would write the story right 
on the art board, making very rough layouts. Then Jack would 
tighten up the drawing, and if he had to, help with the story. We 
were both prolific writers. Then I would ink it. That was the true 
Simon and Kirby stuff.”
June 21, 1990: Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester, NY), interview with Joe Simon by Robert Rowe

On December 20, Simon and Kirby’s Captain America Comics 
#1 goes on sale and reportedly sells nearly half a million copies. 
Subsequent issues sell upwards of one million copies per issue. The 
title is an unqualified success and Timely’s biggest seller to date. The 
series continues until 1949 and the character, with his trusty side-
kick, Bucky, also appears in numerous other Timely comics.

1941
Stanley Martin Lieber’s first professional comic book writing 

appears in Captain America Comics #3, a two-page text piece entitled 
“Captain America Foils the Traitor’s Revenge.” It’s his first use of the 
pen name “Stan Lee,” but won’t be the last.

JOE
Simon:

“I hired Stan. [His] Uncle [Robert Solomon] 
brought him in and said, ‘This is Martin’s nephew’ 
(or whatever he was). Back then, comics had to 

have a minimum of two text pages in them for Second 
Class Mailing privileges. Nobody ever read that stuff, you know. 
So whoever came along, I’d give them a job of writing the text. 

1940–1960

June 21, 1990: Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester, NY),  

interview with Joe Simon by Robert Rowe

Preliminary Findings

1941: Captain America Comics #3 text story by Stan Lee, his first published work in comics.
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Early 1940s photo at Coney Island: Joe Simon with his date, Jack and Roz Kirby, and unknown friends.
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These years see Jack Kirby, with partner 

Joe Simon, achieve unprecedented success 

as leaders in the comics industry. As Simon 

will recount later, “Jack and I, eith
er  

individually or collectiv
ely, were never 

afraid to try new things, and a lot of  

people are. It n
ever occurred to me to be 

afraid of failure, as long as you try.”

All the while, Stan Lee is toiling away at a 

company known only for following trends, 

rather than setting them.



Spring 1961
Around April, Kirby draws Strange Tales #89, featuring Fin 

Fang Foom. Stan Lee’s signature isn’t to be found on any of the 
pages, so it’s likely this issue is dialogued by Larry Lieber or some-
one else in the Bullpen—although the alliterative name screams 
Lee’s involvement on some level, at least in plotting.

Larry
Lieber:

“Stan made up the plot, and then he’d give it to 
me, and I’d write the script ... I would follow 
from Stan’s plots.”

1999: Larry Lieber interviewed by Roy Thomas, from Alter Ego #2

But as well-regarded as Fin Fang Foom is among fans, some-
thing else is occurring at this point that will change comics forever: 
The beginnings of the Marvel Universe.

Steve
Sherman:

“Jack told me that he came up with 
all of the titles at once. He called it 
a ‘blitzkrieg’. He felt if he put out a 

bunch of new books at once, it would 
make a splash. He had FF, Spiderman, The X-Men,  
Thor, and Hulk.

“[He probably said this] in the early ’70s. I can’t 
recall why it came up. I just remember Jack was very 
adamant about how he had to keep the doors open and 
how it required a complete revamp.”
Feb. 2018: Steve Sherman e-mail to Patrick Ford, and June 2018: E-mail to John Morrow

TURNiNG POiNT!
Sometime between April-May, Fantastic Four #1 

is conceived by Lee and Kirby, greenlighted by Martin 
Goodman, and drawn by Kirby. Jack has said he had  
been pushing for more super-heroes at the time: 
[1969] “I tried to work it out with Stan, to hint about super-heroes. 
There were a few still going but they didn’t have the big audience 
they had. There was a thing I was involved in, The Fly, which got a 
reaction and because of that I told Stan that there might be a hope for 
super-heroes. ‘Why don’t we try Captain America again?’ I kept harp-
ing on it and Marvel was quiet in those days, like every other office, 
and then things began to pick up and gain momentum.”
Early 1969: Kirby interview, conducted by Mark Hebert (published Nov.-Dec. 1976 in The Nostalgia Journal 
#30–31)

Lee has claimed repeatedly that Goodman heard Justice League 
of America was selling well at DC Comics, and he instructed Lee to 
create a team of super-heroes. Interestingly, there are marked simi-
larities to the respective origins of DC’s Challengers of the Unknown 

(another Kirby group 
of heroes) and Marvel’s 
“first family.”

Lee’s two-page plot 
synopsis for the first 
issue of Fantastic Four 
is the subject of much 
controversy, which 
will be explored later 
in this book. It centers 
around its authentici-
ty, but more so, about 
whether it is created 
before or after Lee and 
Kirby discuss the new 
Fantastic Four concept.

As much as I’m trying to avoid speculation here, I’m 
about to sprinkle a little bit in, to hopefully add some 
food for thought to the dispute: 

[1986] “I came in with presentations. I’m not gonna wait 
around for conferences. I said, ‘This is what you have to do.’ I 

came in with Spiderman, the Hulk, and the Fantastic Four. I didn’t 
fool around. I said, ‘You’ve got to do super-heroes.’ I took Spiderman 
from the Silver Spider—a script by Jack Oleck that we hadn’t used in 
Mainline. That’s what gave me the idea for Spiderman. I’ve still got 
that script .”

May 1986: Comics Feature #44 interview with Jack Kirby, conducted by James Van Hise

When Kirby makes this comment in the 1980s, it 
raises a lot of eyebrows of skeptical fans—but then the 
unused Jack Oleck/C.C. Beck “Silver Spider” story surfaces, 
giving it some credibility. When considered at this point in 
the chronology, this quote instead raises some interesting 
questions. After all, wouldn’t Lee need to present some sort 
of visual presentation to Martin Goodman, to get approval 
before his skeptical publisher would take a risk on cancel-
ing existing books, and trying something new? For a new 
character, wouldn’t Jack have to submit something for his 
editor to approve, before starting on a full story?

Consider this scenario: Since Kirby doesn’t have a 
direct line to Goodman, Lee is his go-between. So does 
Jack just show up one day unannounced, plop a bunch of 
presentation boards on Stan’s desk, and 
expect him to take them 
into the publisher on the 

spot? More likely, Kirby broaches 
the idea of doing pitches with 
Lee first, to see if his conduit to 
Goodman is even willing to do it, 
before he spends time preparing 
them. In such an instance, Lee will 
likely take part in a preliminary 
conversation with Kirby, to deter-
mine what would appeal to Martin. 

If Kirby has already been hint-
ing to Lee about restarting super-he-
roes, and one day Goodman tells 
Stan that DC’s Justice League is selling 
and he wants to try that genre again, 
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1961

On February 25, K
irby’s final Sky  

Masters daily strip sees print. He has 

been gradually losing money on it, due to 

the expenses of producing it out of his own 

pocket, and having to pay Jack Schiff over 

his lawsuit loss. 

For better or worse, he’s “all in” at 

Marvel. his fortunes completel
y depend on 

the company’s success, and he has a plan:

“I tried to blitz the stands with new stuff. 

The new stuff seemed to gain momentum.”

The Blitz

Summer 1989 (published Feb. 1990): The Comics Journal #134 

interview conducted by Gary Groth

June 1961: Kirby celebrates at his 
son Neal’s Bar Mitzvah.



Jack. Then, I think he was doing so 
much that he found it was better—
and also, when you’re working with 
a guy like Jack—Jack was very cre-
ative, and wanted to put a lot of 
things into it. Jack always wel-
comed doing it, I’d imagine, to some 
extent.”
1999: Larry Lieber interviewed by Roy Thomas, from Alter 
Ego #2

That tendency of Kirby’s to 
add things is the foundation for Lee 
using what will become known as the 
“Marvel Method” of creating a comic 
book: 
[1975] “...I stumbled onto [the 
Marvel Method]. I’d be writing all 
the stories, and I’d be working on a 
Fantastic Four and the artist who’s 
doing Dr. Strange would come and 
say, ‘Stan, I’ve finished my script . I 
need another’. But I’ve got the type-
writer going for F.F. and I couldn’t 
stop. And I couldn’t let him sit 
around doing nothing. So I’d dream 
up a plot for him, tell him to draw it 
any way he wanted, and then I’d put 
in the dialogue later. It was a mea-
sure of expediency, so I wouldn’t be 
the bottleneck. Then I found out it 
worked better.

“The artists are great storytellers themselves. They know 
which sequence to enlarge upon, which to cut short because it’s 
dull. They’d put in characters I knew nothing about.”
August 10, 1975: Tallahassee Democrat (Tallahassee, FL) article, “Spider-Man is a Marvel, but Stan Lee is 
Marvel” by Peter Gorner, Chicago Tribune Service

That actual date Lee first uses the Marvel Method with Kirby 
is uncertain, but we will soon see some evidence that indicates it’s 
undeniably underway.

On August 8, Fantastic Four #1 goes on sale. Some mechanism 
is in place for gauging early sales results (likely Martin Goodman 
talking to the distributor), based on Stan’s August 29 letter to fan 
Jerry Bails (it has an inter-office stamped date of September 1, which 
is when the office files away a copy). Stan’s letter provides a wealth 
of information from a key early point at Marvel, including his intent 
to gear the comics toward an older audience:

“Enjoyed reading ALTER-EGO and the COMICOLLECTOR, 
and got a kick out of your little critique of THE FANTASTIC 
FOUR, written by Roy Thomas.

“Just to correct a few small inaccuracies though, I’m not a 
‘former’ editor of Timely—I’ve been editor and art director of 
that redoubtable institution for the past 21 years, and hope to 
continue ad infinitum. Also, it is doubtful that Mr. Thomas is the 
‘only person who bought a copy’ (although he said that humor-
ously, of course) because judging by early sales reports, I think 
we have a winner on our hands!

“As for the future of the F.F., we WILL have: 
COSTUMES
A DIFFERENT TREATMENT (art-wise) OF THE TORCH
ADDITIONAL NEW CHARACTERS IN MONTHS TO COME
(Don’t be too surprised to meet Sub-Mariner again, or 

Captain America! Who knows??)
AND A FEW MORE SURPRISES... so stay with us, pal!
“Would be interested in your opinion of another new mag 

due to go on sale soon—AMAZING ADULT FANTASY. We think 
it’s a smash. 

“Regarding some of the various comments concerning 
the F.F., we have purposely refrained from letting invisible girl 
(oops, sorry!) Invisible Girl walk thru walls, and from giving 
TOO MUCH super powers to our characters, as we feel that 
effects like those are chiefly of appeal to the YOUNGER readers, 
and we are trying (perhaps vainly?) to reach a slightly older, 
more sophisticated group.”
Stan Lee’s Aug. 29 letter to fan Jerry Bails (Stamped Sept. 1, 1961)

Amazing Adult Fantasy #7 (cover date Dec. 1961), which takes 
over the numbering from Amazing Adventures #1–6, goes on sale 
Aug. 31, 1961, just two days after this letter is written. And Bails 
writes Lee back that very day, after picking up a copy.

Fall 1961
When asked by a reader who the FF artist is, Stan gives 

this reply while writing the FF #3 letter column in September: 
“Considering that our artist signs the name JACK KIRBY on 
everything he can get his greedy little fingers on, I think we can 
safely claim that that’s his name!”
Fantastic Four #3 letter column, written by Stan Lee

The reader’s confusion is understandable, since every credit on 
FF #2–8 only says it’s by “Stan Lee and J. Kirby.”

Stan includes a notice stating they receive so much mail that 
it’s impossible to directly correspond with readers—but this same 
letter column includes a fake filler letter from one “S. Brodsky” of 
Brooklyn, NY (Sol Brodsky is Marvel’s production manager).

Jack Kirby draws Fantastic Four #4 in October. It revives Bill 
Everett’s Golden Age Timely character, the Sub-Mariner, and effec-
tively ushers in the “Marvel Universe,” which interlocks the char-
acters in a shared world. A blurb at the bottom of a page this issue 
says “The Hulk Is Coming!”
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On the back of this page of original art for Fantastic Four #5, Stan Lee is clearly giving Kirby layout suggestions. The question is, why? Did he lack confidence that a 
20-year veteran of comics like Jack could do it himself? Or was this done prior to the “Marvel Method”? More examples of FF #5 layouts are on the next page.



January 1962
As excitement over Marvel begins to spread among comics’ 

budding fan community, both Kirby and Lee take time out to 
correspond with letter writers: “Complete original comic magazine 
pages are difficult to obtain since they all wind up at the engravers 
and storehouses outside the vicinity of the publishing house... The 
size of the individual panels should depend on the artist’s dramatic 
sense. Actually, you will find that scenes with the most movement will 
demand larger space.”
Jan. 1962: Jack Kirby’s letter to fan Richard “Grass” Green, published in Alter Ego #15

“...Jack Kirby and I have many ideas which we think are 
somewhat original for future issues.”
Jan. 8, 1962: Stan Lee letter to fan Jerry Bails

Future bullpenner Roy Thomas has his first fan letter printed 
in Fantastic Four #5, saying: “FF #3 was excellent! The feud angle 
made it all the better though, particularly the ending. The con-
tinuity in FF is all that could possibly be asked. I’ve just sub-
scribed to FF for two years—I hope it runs much longer than 
that.”

When a reader asks wheth-
er the FF should keep their  
human identities secret, Stan’s 
reply shows his early intentions:  
“...remember us saying in an 
earlier issue that we wanted 
our stories to be different, 
and perhaps a bit more 
logical?” This letter column 
contains Stan’s first use of the 
phrase “face front!”.
Fantastic Four #5 letter column, written by Stan Lee

February 1962
Jack Kirby draws Tales to 

Astonish #35 and Journey into Mystery #83 (the debuts of Ant-Man 
and Thor, respectively), and Steve Ditko draws Amazing Fantasy 
#15, having taken over the Spiderman strip from Kirby.

Neal
Kirby:

“My father was always very interested, he loved 
mythology, he loved studying religion and history, 
just knew all about it, his bookshelves were just 

loaded with that kind of stuff... we would have long 
discussions about it. 

“I remember kind of standing by his drawing board... he 
had... either Thor or one of the other characters that had big 

horns coming out of the helmet, and 
I said a real Viking wouldn’t have 
big horns coming out of his helmet... 
my father kind of laughed and made 
some statement that, well, ‘this isn’t... 
Viking reality, it is a visual impact,’ so 
he gave me a little art lesson there.

“We were talking... about Thor’s 
costume and he was doing it for the 
first time... I had made some comment about the big circles on 
the front of the character and, you know, again my father was... 
jokingly referring to visual impact, other than possible reality 
of what a true Viking might have worn.”
June 30, 2010: Neal Kirby’s deposition, Marvel Worldwide, Inc. et al v. Kirby et al

[1970] “I got a kick out of doing the Thor legend, which I researched. 
I kind of did my version of it. They thought that Thor should have red 
hair and a beard, and that’s not my Thor. So I just went my own way.”
August 1–3, 1970: San Diego’s Golden State Comic Con (San Diego, California)

At this point, in at least some instances, there are still full 
scripts being written, for artists to work from before laying pencil to 
paper. Lee may not’ve had time to write them, but his brother did.

Larry
Lieber:

“Stan would give me a plot, usually typed. Just a 
paragraph or so. ‘Thor does this and that,’ and 
then he’d say, ‘Now, go home and write me a 

script .’ ...I never worked in what later became 
known as ‘the Marvel style’.”
January 28–29, 2008: Larry Lieber interviewed by Danny Fingeroth

“These were all scripts in advance... Jack I always had to 
send a full script to.

“Let me put it this way: I wouldn’t swear to it, but 
I have no recollection of ever writing a story that had 
already been penciled. A full script is the only way I 
know how to write.”
1999: Larry Lieber interviewed by Roy Thomas, from Alter Ego #2

Of course, the existence of a full script by Lieber, 
doesn’t mean Kirby and Lee don’t first have a creative con-
ference, before Stan gives Larry a plot.

Jack Kirby seemingly draws and dialogues Fantastic 
Four #6, based on the overwhelming evidence in Mike 
Breen’s article in The Jack Kirby Collector #61. To add a bit 
of further evi-
dence, check 
out Kirby’s 
margin notes 
on Sgt. Fury 

#13, page 22 (written 
two years after FF #6). 
Jack clearly writes 
“GO! GO! GO!”, in 
an amazing coinci-
dence (?) to FF #6’s 
distinctive three-panel 
zoom-in with the Sub-
Mariner shouting, 
“And now the word 
is... Go! Go! GO!!!!”
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1962

This year, Marvel sells 19,740,000 copies of 

its comics. Kirby produces 1,158 published 

pages--his personal best in a single year
. 

By this point, Kirby completes
 the first five 

pages of his version of Spiderman (no 

hyphen) and turns them in to Stan Lee. 

Lee assigns Steve Ditko to ink them. Ditko 

mentions to Lee it
s similarity to “The Fly,” 

after which it is rejected, and Ditko is 

given the job of redrawing it.

Personal Best

Journey into Mystery #101.

Fantastic Four #6 above, and Sgt. Fury #13, right.



Looking 
closely at 
the original 
art, you 
can see 
vestiges of 
Kirby’s handwriting under  
the final lettering in  
the balloons from 
Strange Tales #108 
(with Robert Bernstein 
dialoguing), and 
Journey into Mystery 
#88 and Tales to 
Astonish #40 (both with 
Larry Lieber dialogue)—
which begs the ques-
tion: Did Jack simply copy 
Bernstein’s and Lieber’s 
pre-written script onto the 
artwork (and if so, why?), 
or did Kirby have a hand 
in writing the dialogue for 
these stories?

[1966] “Jack frequently has as many ideas for a story as 
I do. If I’m really short on time he even writes the stories 
sometimes.”
March 29, 1966: The Daily Californian Weekly Magazine #16 article “A Fantastic Five Years of Marvel Age of 
Comics” by Tom Collins

March 1962
Kirby draws Fantastic Four #7 this month, 

while Stan Lee is juggling his responsibilities, including finishing up 
the blurb page from Amazing Fantasy #15: “We hate to throw in the 
towel, but we find that it is simply impossible to produce a mag-

azine like AMAZING each and every month, containing 
five highly original and carefully plotted stories, without 
the quality eventually beginning to suffer. Rather than 
risk losing your confidence, we have decided to change 
AMAZING in such a way that it will STILL present the 
finest in fantasy—but in a different way!

“As you can see, we are introducing one of the 
most unusual new fantasy characters of all time—The 
SPIDERMAN, who will appear every month in AMAZING. 
Perhaps, if your letters request it, we will make his 
stories even longer, or have TWO Spiderman stories per 
issue.”
Amazing Fantasy #15 blurb page written by Stan Lee; lack of hyphens is in original version

Here’s one of the earliest examples of Stan’s struggle 
to keep coming up with plots. He’s clearly saying it is expe-
dient to only have to come up with one, or at most two, 
Spider-Man plots per issue, rather than five plots for short 
fantasy stories. Also, this shows, at the time of its writing 
at least, the plan is to continue running Spider-Man; Stan’s 
oft-repeated story of “It was the last issue anyway, so we just 
decided to throw it in” doesn’t hold water.

This month, Kirby draws the first Human Torch solo 
story in Strange Tales #101. It’s not dialogued by Stan Lee, 
but instead by his brother Larry Lieber, resulting in major 
inconsistencies between this strip and the Fantastic Four 
comic. On some of these Torch stories, Kirby’s handwriting 
can be seen in the word balloons, indicating either he was 
penciling in his own dialogue, or that of Larry Lieber, direct-
ly off his full script.

Also in March, the letter column of Fantastic Four #6 
(with an on-sale date of June 12) states it’s being typeset 
on March 14, 1962, so that dates its production to three 
months prior to the on-sale date.

In a letter to Jerry Bails, Stan Lee references Fantastic 
Four #7, which Kirby has already delivered the pencil art for: 
“The next FF yarn in the works is called ‘PRISONERS OF 
KURRGO, THE SCOURGE OF PLANET X?’ which should 
win a prize as the longest, if not the best title! Can’t tell 
you what it’s about because I haven’t finished writing it 
yet. Some fun—still writing the script, and the mag was 
due to go to engraver a week ago.”
March 27, 1962: Stan Lee letter to fan Jerry Bails
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In May 2008, an anonymous donor gave the Library of Congress the complete original artwork to Amazing Fantasy #15. Although 
corrected later, throughout the issue, the character’s name was originally unhyphenated, just like Kirby’s original Silver Spider-
based version purported to be. The missing hyphen was standard in most early promos about the character as well.

Although Thor possessed the ability to control weather, in 

seven initial issues (Journey into Mystery #83–89), Kirby 

didn’t do much else with this bona fide god. That quickly 

changed after his return to the book in #101.



January 1963
In another sign of how much 

Stan Lee is relying on his top artists 
to help steer the line, he extends 
his comments about Kirby being a 
de facto co-editor to Steve Ditko as 
well: “We regret that no letters 
can be answered personally, but 
we will print as many as pos-
sible each issue and you may 
rest assured that either Stan 
Lee or Steve Ditko, or both, 
carefully read each and every 
letter received here at the Web!”
Amazing Spider-Man #3 letter column, written by Stan Lee

At least one of those artists initially struggles with working via 
the Marvel Method, instead of from a full script:

Don
Heck:

“I’d been so used to working from scripts, and then 
Stan said, ‘I’m going to give you a synopsis.’ Well, 
Jack Kirby was used to something like that because 

he was also a writer... he did some terrific stuff with all 
of these different characters, like back when he was doing 

Fighting American 
and all the rest of 
his early stuff, so it 
was easy for him. 
For me it was sud-
denly that someone 
says, ‘You’re going 
to do it!’ I said, ‘I’ll 
try it, but, I mean, 
it’s your gamble, 
not mine. I’m 
going to get paid 
for this.’ Then we 
started to work 
out the system, 
and then after a 
while Stan Lee 
used to, like, 
give you the 
first three 
pages, tell you 
who the char-
acter was you 

were fighting, and give you the last couple of pages so you’d 
know how it ended. And in between you’d put about 15 pages of 
stuff... And at the time, I thought, ‘Oh my God! This’ll never 
work!’ But then I’d sit down and start to figure different things 
that these types of characters could do. Then when I went back 
to working from a script years and years later, sometimes I felt 
like I was a little closed in. I got used to the synopsis.

“Stan started giving me synopses about 1962. It could have 
been 1963. I don’t think he started it with me as early as with 
some of the others up there. I’m sure Jack was doing stuff from 
synopsis a lot earlier than that.”

1982: Don Heck interviewed by Richard Howell for Comics Feature #21

Stan continues to correspond with Jerry Bails, 
one of the prominent names in fandom: “You’re right 
about Al Hartley’s art work not being right for Thor. 
Actually, Al specializes in teen-age strips (he does 
the Patsy Walker mag for us) and simply pinch-hit 
Jrny. Into Mystery because it was an emergency— 
Jack was busy with an FF ish that was late, Joe 
Sinnott was tied up with another job, etc.”
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1963

After a record-breaking 1962 o
utput by 

Kirby, Marvel sells 22,530,000 copies of 

its comics this year.

Martin Goodman convinces his new  

distributor Independent News to allow 

Marvel to increase their monthly output to 

11 title
s, instead of just 8. This opens up  

opportunities for Kirby and Lee to
 branch 

out with new super-groups--the X-Men, 

Avengers--and a chance to finally bring 

back Captain America.

All-Out Assault

The Human Torch and Thing have a volatile relationship in FF Annual #1, but Lee and Kirby’s isn’t showing any 
sign of strain at this point.

Steve Ditko in the early 1960s.



Marvel titles 
in Fantastic 
Four’s letter 
column, and 
use the two 
extra pages 
in Spider-
Man for 
“...longer 
stories, 
features, or 
what-have 
you! We’ll 
do nothing 
till we hear 
from you, 
so let us 
know. But, 
as a special 
favor, we 
hope you’ll 
tell us you 
don’t mind.”
Amazing Spider-Man 
#7 letter column, 
written by Stan Lee

As the 
month ends, the Lees  
host a lavish dinner party on June 29, which makes the local society 
column. Martin Goodman is one of the guests, and Stan is referred 
to only as a “Writer-Art Director.” Instead of mentioning his comics 
work, the column plugs one of Lee’s fumetti joke books.
July 4, 1963: South Shore Record, “Roslyn Reports” by  
Roslyn Davis, shown below

July 1963
You can’t win ’em all with 

fans, as Stan learns: “We recently 
received a letter from Jerry Bails, 
one of fandom’s most articulate 
critics. Jerry has high praise for 
the Avengers, but considers the 
X-Men a dud, and suggests we dis-
continue it!”
Fantastic Four #22 letter column, written by Stan Lee

But Lee continues to develop 
his rapport with them, even at a 
co-worker’s expense: “So the word 
‘amazing’ gives us class, eh, Phil? 
Smiley and Stevie Ditko will be 
sorry to hear that! We’ll expect 
him to wear shoes from now on 
when he visits the office!”

And in response to a reader 
who says Marvel plays up radiation 
too much in its stories, Stan replies: 
“We hope you fans don’t make a 
big thing of this anti-radiation jazz, 
Kevin! Heck, how would we write 
comic mag stories without it?”
Amazing Spider-Man #8 letter column, written by Stan Lee

As you’ll see later, Kirby will repeatedly mention, in interviews 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, how radiation is his inspiration on 
strips like the Fantastic Four and X-Men.

August 1963
“Wanna hear how names are thought of? We needed a 

name for the villain of X-Men #3, and Stan and Jack were kick-
ing a few around when a boy delivering sandwiches walked in 
and jokingly said, ‘He looks like a big blob! Call ’im The Blob!’ We 
laughed at that for a minute, and then Stan and Jack looked at 
each other and said, ‘Why not?’. So there you have it!”

X-Men #3 would’ve been produced in June, but be shipping in 
November, the same time this mention would see print. Lee goes 
on to reveal more about how frantic things are at Marvel: “Can 
we level with you? We can’t tell you what the next FF will be 
because we haven’t decided on a plot yet. So we won’t say 
‘Don’t miss the greatest, most thrilling, etc. etc.’ All we’ll say 
is—we’ve got to dream up a story in the next couple of days, 
and have it drawn pronto if we wanna make our deadline!”
Fantastic Four #23 letter column, written by Stan Lee

A reader writes to complain about Ditko’s art: “He would be 
a great artist if he could only learn to draw. All of his charac-
ters have square heads and bodies. The only decent looking 
one is the costumed Spider-Man. Even though Ditko’s work 
isn’t the best I’ve seen, I still think your mag is the greatest.” 
Stan replies: “Y’know something? There may not be another 
issue of Spiderman! We won’t have time to produce it—we’ll be 
too busy burning all these letter pages before Steve can read 
them! Anyway, what’s wrong with a square head and body? You 
should see ours!”

While this makes for an entertaining letter column, perhaps 
it isn’t wise to run it in the first place, as it could easily be taken as 
insulting by Ditko, who by Stan’s own admission reads the letters 
from fans. When another reader compliments Ditko’s art, Stan’s 

flippant reply is, “Are we glad to 
see your letter! Steve was just 
about to send away for a mail- 
order course in drawing!”
Amazing Spider-Man #9 letter column, written by Stan Lee

And in another indicator of 
the hectic pace of production at 
Marvel, Lee’s next-issue blurb 
states: “Smiling Stevey Ditko 
doesn’t want us to tell you 
what the next Spiderman will 
be about! He thinks you’ll 
get more of a kick out of it if 
you’re surprised. (If you ask 
us, he and Stan just haven’t 
written it yet!)”

September 1963
It’s another big month, as 

Jack draws Avengers #4, featur-
ing the real return of Captain 
America. This is just a month 
after Cap’s tryout in Strange 
Tales #114 goes on sale, but 
it does time out such that 
initial sales figures and letters 
would’ve been received, before 

Kirby puts pencil to paper on Cap’s revival.
There’s still more indications that it’s an uphill battle staying 

ahead of deadlines on Spider-Man, as Stan states, “While we hav-
en’t worked out all the details of the plot yet, our next issue will 
shed further light on the strange secret of Betty Brant’s past.”
Amazing Spider-Man #10 letter column, written by Stan Lee
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Jack’s mimeographed cover for the fanzine Aurora #4, edited by a young  
Len Wein. The October 1963 cover date means that Kirby drew this around  
the time he was drawing Captain America’s official return in Avengers #4.



At some point in 1964, Stan Lee sits down for an interview with 
fans, including inker Vince Colletta’s son. The reference to Captain 
America getting his own title could indicate this takes place prior to 
August, when Tales of Suspense #59 goes on sale (if Lee takes 
this question to mean a literal standalone title, vs. Cap’s 
shorter stores in ToS), but I’m dating it here since it likely 
wouldn’t have taken that long for this interview to see print.

Q: Are you planning to give Captain America his 
own mag?

LEE: There is only one thing stopping us. Jack 
[Kirby] doesn’t have the time to draw it, and I don’t 
have the time to write it. But, sooner or later, whether 
it be a year from now, or ten years from now, we will 
find the time to do it!

It’s a funny thing with Jack’s artwork. You never 
know just how good Jack really is. If he gets a good 
inker, he looks good. If he gets a bad inker, he looks 
bad. But Jack Kirby’s penciling is so magnificent—no 
inker can really do it justice!

Q: Do you save any of your original manuscripts?
LEE: As a matter of fact, there really are no man-

uscripts to save! The way I do it now, I write the story 
in synopsis form, and then give it to the artist. He pen-
cils the drawings, and I get it back again. Then, I write 
the words above the panels, and these are eventually 
lettered in. So, we work so fast that there almost 
aren’t any real manuscripts.

Q: What gives you ideas for stories?
LEE: Actually, there is very little inspiration 

involved. You just sit down and figure it out. Do I need 
a new villain? What haven’t I used before? What do 
the readers like?

Q: What happens to the original artwork after a 
comic is finished?

LEE: We send it to a warehouse, and then it just 
sits there.
Crusader #1 interview with Stan Lee, by David Castromuovo, Peter Ricciardi, and Frank Colletta 
(published Dec. 1964-Jan. 1965)

Flo Steinberg’s account of the disposition of original 
art pages at least partially confirms this last statement:

FLO
STEiNBERG:

“The books came out, and, in fact, 
sometimes—this makes people 

cringe, practically cry—when the 
shelves got too crowded with art-
work and scripts... we would just 
throw them out. I mean, the art-
work was considered like, who 
needed it anymore? The artists 
didn’t ask for it back. It was 
like throwing out a script ...  
We threw out tons of artwork. 
There were all these things about all the Kirby 
art that people thought Marvel was holding onto, but we just 
used to toss it. And feel good there was a clean shelf to fill up 
again.”
2011: Flo Steinberg interview with Dewey Cassell
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1964

This year, Marvel sells 27,709,000  

copies of its comics, with the expectation  

of 32,000,000 for 1965, s
howing a nearly 

50% Increase in 3 years.

102 Kirby covers are published in 1964  

(The most in a single year).

In early 1964
, fan Len Wein conducts the 

earliest known Marvel-era interview with 

Kirby for his fanzine, Masquerader #6,  

but sadly, there’s nothing in it about 

Kirby’s work for Marvel Comics.

The Build-Up

Jack’s margin notes are all over Dr. Doom’s origin in Fantastic Four Annual #2.

Ditko contributed the cover art for Len Wein’s mimeographed 1964 fanzine Aurora #5.
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hairdo again.” 
KIRBY: “What am I supposed to do, be a hair-dresser? 

Next time, I’ll draw her bald-headed.”
LEE: “Boy, I’m glad we caught you when you were 

in a good mood... Hey, what’s all that commotion out 
there, Sol?”

SOL BRODSKY: “Why, it’s shy Steve Ditko. He 
heard you’re making a record, and he’s got mic fright. 

Whoops, there he goes!”
LEE: “Out the window again? Y’know, I’m beginning 

to think he is Spider-Man.”

This fall, the Merry Marvel Marching Society fan club is launched. No compensation 
goes to the comics creators, and the club eventually boasts 50,000 members, all paying 
$1 each to receive the membership kit. Stan’s secretary Flo Steinberg has to come into 
work on weekends to handle the volume of mail from it. 

FLO
Steinberg:

“Nobody expected the fan-club to be so big. There were thou-
sands of letters and dollar bills flying around all over the 
place. We were throwing them at each other.”

1991: Marvel: Five Fabulous Decades of the World’s Greatest Comics by Les Daniels

September 1964
“...one of the guys in the bullpen gave Stan an 

idea for a new D.D. story. The plot is so complicated, 
so off-beat, so utterly impossible to make any sense 
out of, that Stan immediately decided to adapt it for 
a script ! ...Don’t miss D.D. #7!”
Daredevil #6 letter column, written by Stan Lee

Is this “guy” Wally Wood? Issue #7 is the remark-
able Sub-Mariner vs. Daredevil issue, which Wood 
illustrated.

“...we thought everybody knew that jolly Jack 
Kirby draws practically all our covers... as for the 
inking, whichever guy in the bullpen grabs the cover 
first, inks it!”
Avengers #13 letter column, written by Stan Lee

“As for signing the covers, we don’t have room 
for all the signatures we’d usually need! (Like: 
Layout by Stan Lee. Penciled by Jack Kirby. Inked 
by Chic Stone. Revisions by Sol Brodsky. Lettering 
by Artie Simek. Coloring by Stan Gee.—get the 
idea?)”
Tales of Suspense #65 letter column, written by Stan Lee

This response implies that Lee usually does all the 
cover layouts, and Kirby only pencils what he is told 
to draw. It’s certainly possible, even likely, that Stan 
and Jack routinely discussed what would be depicted 
on Marvel’s covers, as Stan’s role as editor is to make 
sure they are commercial and salable. But it’s also not 
a stretch to think that any artist who reads that term 
“layout” will immediately think it implies Stan is giving 
Jack a literal rough sketch to work by, thereby lessen-
ing the level of credit Kirby deserves. To date, I’m not 
aware of any such sketches that exist, and Jack may well 
have viewed this as Stan trying to grab credit where he 

This page from Avengers #12 shows Don Heck’s own margin notes for Stan Lee to use when dialoguing the issue.



January 1965
Kirby’s creative influence continues to be felt across the line, 

even on books he isn’t drawing. The cover of Avengers #19 fea-
tures a standalone Kirby image of the new character The 

Swordsman, surrounded by after-the-fact circles with Don Heck-
drawn heads of the Avengers; remove those Heck heads, and I’m 

convinced this is Jack’s concept sketch of the character; since Kirby’s 
original art is altered, it would’ve been done prior to the character’s head-
gear being changed for the story.

Another such example of Kirby influencing other books is related by 
Lee: “Wanna know how Stiltman turned out to be the villain he is? 
When we first kicked the idea around in the bullpen, wistful Wally 
[Wood] started sketching a fella wearing eight-foot tall stilts. Then, smi-
lin’ Stan came over to kibitz and suggested making his stilts at least 
15 feet high! By the time we were done, jolly Jack Kirby cinched the 
whole thing by saying: ‘Next thing we know, you jokers will have him 
high-stepping over a skyscraper!’ Well, that did it!”
Daredevil #8 letter column, written by Stan Lee

So it’s under-
standable, with his 

workload, that Kirby 
would make errors in the 
crunch of deadlines, as Lee point-
ed out to fans: “Wanna know a secret? (Don’t tell Jack we 
told you!) We were all set to send this month’s strips to the engraver when we noticed 
something. Our green-skinned glamour-puss had only four fingers and toes! Patiently, 
calmly, lovingly, we tried to explain to jellyhead Jack that it’s the Thing who has four 
digits—ol’ Hulky has five! But, by that time, his baby blues were concentrating on the 
next F.F. mag, and we had lost him again! But don’t worry... we fixed it in time!”
Tales of Suspense #69 letter column, written by Stan Lee

Kirby made this same mistake earlier on Avengers #2, shown above. 
Stan’s own, somewhat exaggerated account of the creation process reflects a little of what 

his experience must be like at the Marvel offices: “Producing these stories is a pretty lonely 
business—we lock ourselves up in a quiet room, writing and drawing furiously, hoping 
to get as much work done as possible before the phone rings, or our bullpen buddies 
start kibitzing.”

In response to a letter writer suggesting Marvel bring back the Golden Age hero The 
Destroyer, Lee responds: “As for the Destroyer, he was a hero whom we featured so many 
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1965

 in reaction to new publishers jumping on 

Marvel’s super-hero bandwagon--and 

the upcoming Batman TV show--Goodman 

tells Lee to
 come up with new books, to 

keep fr
om getting crowded off newsstands. 

Lee and Kirby develop the Inhumans and 

Black Panther (originally named Coal 

Tiger by Kirby), both of which feature 

a character visually similar to Batman. 

but DC controls Marvel’s distribution, and 

won’t allow any new books to be added.

Collaborations’ End

Avengers #19; the Swordsman is just one of many characters  
Kirby is contributing to books he isn’t penciling.

Were the Inhumans pin-ups from Fantastic Four Annual #5, repurposed concept drawings, used to present to Martin 
Goodman when the characters were being considered for their own series?

Count th
ose

 

piggies
, K

irby!
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analysis of Marvel Comics titled “Critical anal-
ysis of contemporary pop art, or hey, there’s a 
whole bunch of stuff about comic books,” writ-
ten by “Jolly Bob” Wieder.

A Marvel reader in Thor #127’s letter 
column says they should tell more about the 
next issue at the end of each issue. Lee’s reply 
gives some insight into his plotting with Kirby: 
“We would, Thomas, we would—honest—if 
we ever knew any more about it ourselves! 
Usually, at the time one ish goes to bed, Stan 
and Jack have no more idea of what’s com-
ing next than you do! So they make sort-of a 
game out of it—they pick a title out of thin 
air and then try to dream up a story to fit it! 
We’ll admit it’s a nutty way to do things, but 
then, this is Marvel, n’est-ce pas?”
Letter column for Thor #127 written by Stan Lee

While Stan has no idea what’s next, Jack 
is doing most of the plotting by this point, and 
knows full-well where he is heading in this epic 
story arc that begins in Thor #124 with the introduction of Hercules, 
and ends with the battle against Pluto in the Underworld in #130. 
This storyline marks a major turning point in Thor, away from the 
more mundane Earth-based stories with Don Blake, and toward 
more epic, cosmic sagas as Jack assumes near-total control of the 
creative direction of the strip.

Meanwhile, Kirby is drawing Fantastic Four #52, featuring the 
debut of the Black Panther, revised from his original Coal Tiger con-
cept drawing: 
[1986] “I got to hemming and hawing—‘You know, there’s never been 
a black man in comics.’ And I brought in a picture of this costumed 
guy which was later modified so he could have a lot more movement. 
Actually, at first he was a guy with a cape, and all I did was take the 
cape off and there he was in fighting stance, unencumbered. The 
Black Panther came in, and of course we got a new audience! We got 
the audience we should’ve gotten in the first place.”
1986: Comics Interview #41 interview, conducted by Mark Borax

[1970] “There was no pres-
sure [to add a black charac-
ter]. I thought it was time to 
do it. I found that there was a 
lack in myself. I found that I, 
myself, had not been doing it, 
and I felt it was my respon-
sibility to do it, and I did it, 
because I’d want it done for 
me. It was as simple as that. 
And it’s going to remain that 
way, as far as I’m concerned.”
August 1–3, 1970: San Diego’s Golden State Comic Con (San Diego, California)

[1970] “I made up the name Black Panther before I was con-
scious that there is a militant group called the Black Panthers. 

And I didn’t want to make it seem that we were 
espousing any particular cause. And because of 
that we’re not able to push the Panther as much, 
although we’re still using him.”
Jan.-Feb. 1970: Stan Lee interviewed by Mike Bourne for Changes magazine (pub-
lished April 15, 1970)

But as major of an event as this will turn out 
to be, events are shaping up behind-the-scenes at 
Marvel that will create one of the most dramatic 
changes of the 1960s.

“All we know about next month’s D.D. is 
that it’ll co-star your friendly neighborhood 
Spider-Man! We don’t know how, where, or even 
why—we haven’t drawn it, written it, or even 
plotted it out yet!”
Daredevil #15 letter column, written by Stan Lee

By guest-starring Spidey with Daredevil, drawn 
by John Romita, is Stan already anticipating Ditko’s 
departure from Marvel—or planning to take the 
strip away from him and give it to Romita?

JOHN
ROMiTA:

“We would have a verbal plot 
together. First it was two or 
three hours, then it was an hour. 

The top row of page 19 of X-Men #17 was 
pasted over with redrawn art. Shown here are 
Jack’s unused pencil layouts and margin notes 
that remain under the paste-up.

Kirby’s original Black Panther concept (named “Coal Tiger”), and an unused first cover for his debut in Fantastic Four #52.
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considered the writer? You can argue the point, Steve argued 
that it wasn’t. And because of his new philosophy or social 
order, he felt it was criminal for someone to take credit for 
something he didn’t do. That’s what led to the break-up with 
Marvel and Steve Ditko.”
2000: Dick Giordano interviewed in Comic Book Artist #9 by Jon B. Cooke

BOB
BEERBOHM:

“Back in early 1969, my friend Steve 
Johnson and I called up Steve Ditko on the 
phone... and he tells us a tale of WHY he left 

Marvel. He put it forth plain and simple. He had 
been promised royalties if/when Spider-Man took off, which it 
did. Martin Goodman made promises of royalty sharing through 
Stan Lee—the latter acting as conduit for his boss.”
Bob Beerbohm, Aug. 31, 2011 on the Comics Journal website

Beerbohm’s recollection includes a fascinating tidbit, that 
goes directly to how Kirby is feeling during this period: “...during a 
[1977 or 1978 San Diego Comic-Con]... during the course of this 
dinner... I first asked Jack, along with Roz, about Ditko’s afore-
mentioned claim regarding ‘royalty’ concepts... [and] that Ditko 
had tried to get Kirby to walk at the same time.

“Jack corroborated... Initially agreeing to walk, then back-
ing out at the last moment. So did Roz. The thought pattern as 
envisioned by the two which Ditko had presented to them, was 
paralyzing Marvel so Goodman would finally listen.

“At first Kirby told Ditko ‘yes’ he would, then backed out at 
the last sec. Jack wanted to, but felt he could not as he had kids 
to worry about.”
Bob Beerbohm, Feb. 11, 2012 on the Kirby Museum website 

Ditko himself would remain mum on the exact reason until 
fifty years later, and Giordano’s account is actually pretty accurate:
[2015] “Why should I continue to do all these monthly issues, original 
story ideas, material, for a man who is too scared, too angry over 
something, to even see, talk to me? ...My next visit to Marvel, I told 
Sol I was quitting Marvel. Sol told Stan. The only person who had the 
right to know why I was quitting refused to come out of his office or to 
call me in. Stan refused to know why.”
Sept. 2015: The Four-Page Series #9, Essay #45: “Why I Quit S-M, Marvel” by Steve Ditko, published by Robin 
Snyder

December 1965
This month, Lee uncharacteristically invites Kirby to join him 

to be interviewed for the New York Herald Tribune—no doubt jump-
ing on the media bandwagon started by the National Observer 
article. In it, Stan comments to interviewer Nat Freeland about 
Federico Fellini returning “in January.” The inked art that 
accompanies the article is from the cover of Fantastic Four 
#49, and the page mentioned in the first paragraph is from 
Fantastic Four #50, which would be on newsstands February 
10, 1966, and is in final production in December. Based on 
the anecdotal evidence, I’m confident this interview takes 

place in December, after Ditko’s resignation. The 
plotting conference at the end of this article, such 
as it is, appears to be for FF #55, an issue just after 
the most prolific period of new character creation 
on the series.

STEVE
SHERMAN:

“Jack told me the details of 
that famous interview with 
Nat Freedland. Jack said that 

Stan basically put on a show. As 
Jack said, ‘Stanley was jumping on the desk, wav-
ing his arms like a crazy man. I just sat there on the 
couch and watched him. It was nutty. When it was 
over, I said a few words and went back to work. The 
article comes out and the guy writes what an amaz-
ing writer Stanley is. Who could work like that? By 
the time he was through jumping around, I had 
three pages done’.”
February 25, 2015: Steve Sherman, by e-mail

This supposed Fantastic Four #55 plot con-
ference has Lee mentioning Dr. Doom has caught 
the FF while the Thing is battling the Silver Surfer. 
However, in the published FF #55, Dr. Doom is 
nowhere to be found, and doesn’t actually show 
up for two more issues (Klaw is the villain in #56, 
making an entire other episode before Dr. Doom 
appears). So this casts some doubt as to whether 
this is an accurate representation of a plot confer-
ence (if so, Stan skipped an entire issue’s plot, and 
Kirby stretched a few sentences from Stan into FF 
#55–60, and tossed in the Klaw issue and subplots 
himself).

In the New York Herald Tribune interview, Lee 
says: “I don’t plot Spider-Man any more. Steve 

Let’s take a glimpse at how Jack was 
directing the early SHIELD strip, even 
though he wasn’t producing finished 
art in most cases.

On this page from Strange Tales #146, 
plotted by Kirby, Jack’s margin notes 
for the first panel provide a nice bit of 
characterization, which Stan picked up 
on in the finished dialogue: 

“SHIELD men aren’t super men. They 
must run into occasional stand off and 
be prepared to die.”

Don Heck produced the finished art 
for this issue over Jack’s layouts, and 
Mike Esposito provided the inks. But in 
addition to laying out the story, Kirby 
designed the new characters. On the 
back of this page, Jack fleshed-out 
the basic design of the beasts that 
make a sudden appearance and 
departure in this sequence. He had 
named the character “The Pounder,” 
but it looks like Stan didn’t want to 
use such a good name for a throw-
away character, so renamed the crea-
tures the “Hammer-Hand Androids.”

Other notes by Kirby that are visible: “Around corner behind enemy comes 
stampede of scared artificial men. 
   “The Pounders mad with fright, run over technicians like herd of elephants! 
They scream and yell and wave mighty hands with which they pound techni-
cians down. 
   “Pounders run fell men into electric barrier and jump around as lashing power 
knocks ’em flat. Many stiffen in various attitudes in fireworks.”



This year begins an era when Lee’s assistants may’ve occasion-
ally been writing some of the letters page responses and Bullpen 
Bulletins, to lighten his editorial workload. Since Roy Thomas con-
firms that Lee continues actively doing much of the editorial work 
through 1970—and at the very least will read, edit, and approve 
it—I’m still attributing these quotes to Stan, as the overseeing 
“voice” of Marvel Comics in the 1960s.

By early this year, Marvel’s presence in the media has grown 
tremendously. According to the Bullpen Bulletins page in Thor #130 
(which Lee would’ve written in February), Tom Dunn of CBS News 
and Mike Wallace of CBS Radio have recently interviewed Stan. 
Also, more than a hundred newspapers will have run articles on 
Marvel, including the Chicago Daily News, the Akron Beacon Journal, 
The Topeka State Journal, The Altoona Mirror, The Milwaukee Journal, 
the Beckley Post-Herald and Register, Radio-Television Daily, and the 
New York Post. While many are simply re-running late 1965’s syndi-
cated article, it’s still an impressive amount of coverage. 

In one such article, reflecting back on the early days of 1960s 
Marvel, Stan Lee quips what is becoming his trademark recollection: 
“I was bored with writing the same sort of thing for over 20 
years, and I decided to write the kind of story I would like to 
read. I figured that today’s kids were more sophisticated and 
would like a more sophisticated and offbeat type of story.”
1966: Cleveland Press article by Don Thompson

TURNiNG POiNT!
January 1966

On January 9, the New York Herald 
Tribune article appears, causing a major 
rift in the Kirby/Lee relationship. Stan Lee 
receives an angry phone call this morning 
from Jack’s wife Roz Kirby, livid about her 
husband’s portrayal in the 
article. Every little jab or 
slight, real or perceived, 
up to this point could’ve 
played a role in this 
reaction. Some have even 
speculated that Martin 
Goodman may have influenced the reporter 
to shade the article so Lee, his relative and 
company employee, comes out looking like 
the sole creator of the Marvel Universe, 
thereby helping Goodman’s chances of sell-
ing his company—but as in questioning the 

authenticity of the FF #1 
synopsis, there’s simply no 
hard evidence to support 
this theory.

RoZ
Kirby:

“I’m not gonna 
take anything 
away from Stan. He was a talented man. He did 

well with the books, with putting in the words and 
things. He was always very friendly with us... I think we went to 
Stan’s house once. We met Stan’s wife Joan a couple of times. 
She was a very sweet lady. She didn’t get mixed up with the 
comics too much. She didn’t go to the conventions like I did.”
December 12, 1995: Roz Kirby interview conducted by John Morrow for Jack Kirby Collector #10

Joan
Lee:

“Roz was the perfect mate for Jack; protective, car-
ing, always at his side. I couldn’t imagine him being 
married to any other woman. The rift between Stan 

and Jack was so incredible because they started with 
such an exciting thing.

“They had the first big write-up in the magazine section 
of the New York Herald Tribune. The reporter wrote something 
like, ‘Stan came into the room—this slim, Rex Harrison look-
alike with blah, blah, blah, and Jack Kirby was a roly-poly man 
who looked like he wore a girdle.’ When Roz and Jack read that 
the next morning they thought Stan had given him that, but of 
course it had nothing to do with Stan—nothing at all, but their 
hurt must have been intense. I believe that’s when that rift 
first started. Roz never got over it, until the very end when we 
talked.

“It was so horrendous of that man to write such a thing, 
but none of us had a chance to read it beforehand. I was always 
amazed the newspaper editor allowed such a cruel and unfair 
comment to appear. I think that article that put Jack Kirby 
down bothered Stan more than anything ever written or said 
about Stan.”
Circa 2001: Joan Lee interview conducted by Blake Bell for I Have To Live With This Guy!

From this point-on, Lee seems much more concerned with giv-
ing Kirby credit in public appearances and interviews, now that Jack 
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1966

On January 12, th
e first episode of the  

Adam West Batman TV series will air, 

roughly the same day Fantastic Four #49 

goes on sale.

Gary Friedrich and Denny O’Neil first 

begin working for Marvel Comics this year, 

soon to be followed by Archie Goodwin. 

And Throughout 1966, 
Marvel’s Sales  

continue to increase, clim
bing to  

33 million copies sold.

Ragnarok
Publicity shot similar to Kirby’s on the previous page. It 
matches a later 1966 photo in this chapter, so all three 

may’ve been done for upcoming articles in Esquire or 
the Chicago Sun-Times. Either way, it confirms Lee was 

including Kirby in Marvel’s publicity in 1966.

 Stan Lee, 43, is a native New Yorker, an ultra-Madison 

Avenue, rangy lookalike of Rex Harrison. He’s got that horsy 

jaw and humorous eyes, thinning but tasteful gray hair, the 

brightest-colored Ivy League wardrobe in captivity and a deep 

suntan that comes from working every Tuesday, Thursday, 

Saturday and Sunday on his suburban terrace, cranking out 

three complete Marvel mags weekly.

 “The Silver Surfer has been somewhere out in space since 

he helped the FF stop Galactus from destroying Earth,” begins 

Lee. “Why don’t we bring him back?”

 “Ummh,” says Kirby.

 “Suppose Alicia, the Thing’s blind girlfriend, is in some 

kind of trouble. And the Silver Surfer comes to help her.” Lee 

starts pacing and gesturing as he gets warmed up.

 “I see,” says Kirby. He has kind of a high-pitched voice.

 “But the Thing sees them together and he misunder-

stands. So he starts a big fight with the Silver Surfer. And 

meanwhile, the Fantastic Four is in lots of trouble. Doctor 

Doom has caught them again and they need the Thing’s 

help.” Lee is lurching around and throwing punches now.

 “Right,” says Kirby.

 “The Thing finally beats the Silver Surfer. But then Alicia 

makes him realize he’s made a terrible mistake. This is what 

the Thing has always feared more than anything else, that he 

would lose control and really clobber somebody.”

 Kirby nods.

 “The Thing is brokenhearted. He wanders off by himself. 

He’s too ashamed to face Alicia or go back home to the 

Fantastic Four. He doesn’t realize how he’s failing for the 

second time... How much the FF needs him.” Lee sags back 

on his desk, limp and spent.

 Kirby has leaped out of the chair he was crumpled in. 

“Great, great.” The cigar is out of his mouth and his baggy 

eyes are aglow. His high voice is young with enthusiasm.

“I don’t plot Spider-Man any more. 

Steve Ditko, the artist, has been doing 

the stories. I guess I’ll leave him alone 

until sales start to slip. Since Spidey 

got so popular, Ditko thinks he’s the 

genius of the world. We were arguing 

so much over plot lines, I told him to 

start making up his own stories.”

 Lee arrives at his plots in sort of ESP sessions with the 

artists. He inserts the dialogue after the picture layout comes 

in. Here he is in action at his weekly Friday morning summit 

meeting with Jack “King” Kirby, a veteran comic book artist, 

a man who created many of the visions of your childhood and 

mine: The King is a middle-aged man with baggy eyes and a 

baggy Robert Hall-ish suit. He is sucking a huge green cigar 

and if you stood next to him on the subway you would peg 

him for the assistant foreman in a girdle factory.



York Herald Tribune article. Also, Donruss’ Marvel Super-Heroes set 
of 66 trading cards is released, using Kirby art. The artists are not 
paid for either the paperbacks or bubble gum cards. So it’s not sur-
prising that Jack Kirby would draw his first New Gods concepts at 
this point, but not show them to Marvel.

At this juncture, Kirby also does his final layouts for 
another artist—in this case, for his friend Jim Steranko, for the 
“S.H.I.E.L.D.” strip in Strange Tales #153.

July 1966
This month, as part of his effort to secure his company for a 

possible sale, Martin Goodman offers Myron Fass $6,000 for the 
copyright on his Captain Marvel character, but Fass refuses.

By this time, the word is out that Joe Simon is developing a line 
of super-heroes for Harvey Comics to publish, to directly complete 
with Marvel. On July 12, to help his chances of selling the compa-
ny and to fight Joe Simon’s Captain America lawsuit, Goodman 
convinces Kirby to sign a legal statement to support Marvel’s case, 
in return for a payment matching whatever Simon will eventually 
get from his suit. Kirby’s statement says: 
“I do not have any of my sketches of the 
original Captain America, Bucky and other 
illustrations because I never took them from 
the office. I felt whatever I did for Timely 
belonged to Timely as was the practice in 
those days. When I left Timely, all of my 
work was left with them.”

On July 23, Jack Kirby gives the key-
note speech at the New York Comicon, 
offering some insight into his work: “I’ll 
make The Thing tragic and I’ll make The 
Hulk kind of frustrated because he is a 
hulk and can’t be anything else, and it 
kind of keeps the story pot boiling. So 
there, actually, is the core of what keeps 
the artist going, and I think that’s what 
keeps the writer going too because the 
writer and the artist and the editors are 
men who can see things in a wry or a dry 
manner.

“Recently, we tried to raise the level 
of the story to where the format of the 
story becomes a little more complex and 
science-fictiony and we find that too 

much food for thought leaves you static on one particular page, and 
that’s not as satisfying as running through the entire magazine without 
being able to grasp the story in its entirety. So experimenting in this 
fashion, we find that there are limits there and so we simplify the 
stories more, and we’ve simplified the gadgets a little more and we’ve 
given them more intricate designs, but we’ve given it to you so it’s 
palatable and it’s entertaining and you would still like us.”

August 1966
Kirby signs an amended affidavit for Goodman’s legal state-

ment on August 17, while Joe Simon, attempting to ride the wave 
of comic book popularity, releases Fighting American #1 and The 
Spirit #1 at Harvey Comics. Both feature reprints and new material. 

Simon also oversees the first 
of the Harvey Thriller line of 
super-hero comics.

Marvel’s popularity is even 
more evident this month as 
Fantastic Four #55 is published, 
which includes Marvel T-shirt 
and poster ads, using Kirby art 
to sell merchandise (without 
paying the artist for its use).

As Stan writes the Bullpen 
Bulletins page that will appear in 
Fantastic Four #59, he mentions 
Jack’s July 1966 NY Comicon 
appearance and speech in glow-
ing terms. Kirby returns the 
favor, writing an essay which 
would be published in the 
Fall: “While working on Captain 
America for Marvel Comics in the 

dawning ‘forties,’ I was producing at a furious rate. I remember slow-
ing down only once, when a young rapscallion, peering into my cubi-
cle, suggested that I show more of Cap’s home life, his aged, kindly 
mother, his wicked Aunt Agatha, and the stark, heart-rending back-
ground of Cap’s early years. ‘Begone!’ I cried, sorely put to drubbing 
him. ‘Take off and become an editor or something!’ Well, by golly, he 

did. But before he got the name Stan Lee on his office door, I was 
busily engaged elsewhere 
with the Boy Commandos, 
Newsboy Legion, Sandman, 

Manhunter, and other fea-
tures.

“Returning to Marvel 
Comics was like re-entering 
the Halls of Ivy. In charge 
of comics was that young 
rascal, and now, a bit of an 
older rascal, Stan Lee. We 
now share ideas, laughs, and 
stubby cigars.”
1966: The Merry Marvel Messenger #1

September 1966
On September 1, The 

Marvel Super Heroes cartoon 
show debuts on TV, using 
actual art from comics, with 
no payment to the artists. 
Robert Lawrence of Gantray-
Lawrence, which produces the 
show, accompanies Stan Lee on 
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Between Joe Simon’s reputation for hits, and Harvey’s strong distribution, Goodman was worried about the “Harvey Thriller” line crowding them off newsstands.



January 1967
Future movie critic Roger Ebert pens an article titled “New 

Comic Book Craze: A Super Hero With Problems?” for the Chicago 
Sun-Times Special magazine, and it is syndicated in papers across the 
United States, giving Lee an ever-widening scope of influence: “For 
years, we had been producing comics for kids, because they 
were supposed to be the market. One day, out of sheer boredom, 
we said—let’s do something we would like. So we tried to get rid 
of the old clichés. Comics were too predictable. Why not accept 

the premise that the super-hero has 
his superpower, and then keep every-
thing else as realistic as possible? If I 
were Spider-Man, for example, wouldn’t 
I still have romantic problems, finan-
cial problems, sinus attacks, and fits 
of insecurity? Wouldn’t I be a little 
embarrassed about appearing in public 
in a costume? We decided to let our 
super-heroes live in the real world.

“What we were doing was creating 
fairy tales for adults. I think we were 
responsible for the Pop Art bit. College 
students started reading our books 
back in 1961, and eventually the word 
got around that comic books were pop-
ular again. But the average newspaper 
feature writer didn’t read the new comic books, and so what 
books did he think of? Batman and Superman. But only kids 
read Batman and Superman. Marvels are for intelligent people.”
January 7, 1967: Express and News (San Antonio, TX)

In the article, Ebert mentions that Stan “and his artist” cre-
ated the FF, meaning either Ebert knows his Marvel history well, or 
Lee makes a point of mentioning Kirby while being interviewed, and 
Roger (or an editor) neglects to name-drop Kirby.

At this same time, Lee writes his “Stan’s Soapbox” column for 
July 1967 cover-date releases, and includes a letter by future Kirby 
assistant Mark Evanier, who gives ranks to members of the MMMS.

TURNiNG POiNT!
February 1967

This is the point where Jack Kirby draws Fantastic Four #67—
the final issue of the “Him” storyline, where Stan changes the direc-
tion Jack is heading with the plot. Kirby, inspired by episodes of the 
Outer Limits television series and the 1955 film Forbidden Planet, 
is giving his take on Ayn Rand’s school of Objectivist thought—
something Steve Ditko ascribes to. But Lee turns it into something 
different.

Mike
Gartland:

“The story that 
Jack wanted: 
‘Create a superior 
human and he 
just might find you 
inferior enough 
to get rid of,’ 
became through 
Lee another ‘bad 
guys try to take 
over world and 
get their comeup-
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1967

WBAI radio in New York produces, with Stan 

Lee’s approval, a Dr. Strange radio drama.

Perfect Film and Chemical is formed and 

sets its sights on buying Marvel Comics. 

But Joe Simon files A new lawsuit for  

the right to renew the Captain America 

copyright, which could affect a
ny deal. 

Kinney National Co. buys DC Comics,  

and Carmine Infantino is appointed art 

director. Jack Schiff retires, opening the 

door for a possible Kirby return.

Aftermath
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Detail from the final page of Fantastic Four #67. The look of the “Him” char-
acter is inspired by a race of beings called “Metrons” (a name Kirby will use 
later at DC Comics) from the Star Trek episode “Arena” [see photo at top].Splash page from Fantastic Four #66, the start of the “Him” saga.



is superior, he knows that Marvel has quite a number of readers, and 
if we were to tell him that we are humble and that we’re not quite 
number one, he won’t believe it. He really will not believe it.”
March 3, 1967: “Will Success Spoil Spider-Man,” on New York’s WBAI-FM radio, transcribed in The Stan Lee 
Universe, 2011.

Shortly after this interview, on March 15, Dynamo #4 goes 
on sale, containing the story “The Secret Word Is...” from Tower 
Comics. This story is credited as script by Ralph Reese, pencils by 
Joe Orlando, and inks by Wally Wood and Dan Adkins, but Wood 
oversees the production of all of Tower’s Thunder Agents material. 
In this story, Dynamo’s power belt is modified so that, instead of 
having to manually switch it on and off, he can control it by saying 
the word “Excelsior.” After the voice control of his belt causes prob-
lems, the story ends with the “Excelsior” trigger being deactivated, 
and Dynamo’s boss proclaiming, “That word’s for the birds...”.

 “Excelsior” is the motto of the state of New York (adopted in 
1901), and it was also used as a sign-off by humorist Jean Shepherd 
(known to today’s audiences as the writer and narrator of the hol-
iday film A Christmas Story), on his radio show on station WOR in 

New York, which ran from 
1955–1977.

April 1967
As Kirby draws Thor #145 

this month, he includes the 
final “Tales of Asgard” back-
up, titled “The End.” This 
represents, for all practical 
purposes, the end of Kirby 
contributing new characters 
and concepts to Marvel, with 
the artist still producing stellar 
artwork and engaging plots, 
but instead stockpiling possi-
ble new properties for use at 
a later date—and for a more 
generous publisher.

Meanwhile, Stan Lee con-
tinues his college speaking tour 
on April 21 with an event titled 
“Stan Lee—The Legend in His 
Own Time”: 

The editor of Marvel 
comics, will hold forth in the 
Cloister Club of Ida Noyes 

Hall, University of Chicago, at 4pm Thursday. General admis-
sion, 50 cents.
April 21, 1967: Chicago Tribune (Chicago, IL) event listing

May 1967
On May 7, Lee (dubbed “creator of the Marvel 

Comics Group”) participates on a televised roundtable 
discussion titled “The World of the Comic-Strip Hero.” 
The discussion centers around how readers identify with 
super-heroes and anti-heroes, and includes Milton Caniff 
(creator of Terry and the Pirates and Steve Canyon) and 
Marshall Stross, press director of the Lutheran Church in 
America.
Sunday, May 7, 1967 TV listing, The Billings Gazette (Billings, MT), Channel 2, 11am, color. TV 
show: Directions.

While Stan is out promoting Marvel Comics, Jack 
is drawing Thor #146, with the new Inhumans back-ups 
replacing “Tales of Asgard.” These are rumored to be pre-
viously-created, unpublished stories meant for the denied 
Marvel expansion back in early 1965, but Mark Evanier 
feels they were created specifically to replace “Tales of 
Asgard.”

This is the first Thor issue to switch to the smaller 10" 
x 15" art size (vs. the older “large art” size of 12" x 18"). On the orig-
inal art for the Thor splash page, Marvel’s production manager Sol 
Brodsky writes this note: “Widen page proportionately to fit—HE 
DID IT AGAIN!”. Jack is apparently having trouble adjusting to the 
new page proportions, so staffers have to add 3/16" of extra art to 
the right side of the page.

June 1967
On June 12, Stan Lee appears on television’s The Mike Douglas 

Show. Per Joe Simon’s book The Comic Book Makers, Adam West 
is the lead guest, and Stan Lee makes an appearance dressed as 
Captain America.

Back at the Marvel offices, while writing the Bullpen Bulletins 
page that would appear in 
Fantastic Four #69, Stan 
includes a note wishing Jack 
and Roz Kirby a happy 25th 
wedding anniversary. He also 
gives a reason for the change 
in Thor back-ups: “We’ve plum 
run out of Tales of Asgard (in 
Thor, natch!) so we’re replac-
ing that time-honored feature 
with another little doozy 
that’ll really rock the roost! 
Starting now—we’re hi-light-
ing a 5-page featurette star-
ring—hold on, now—none 
other than the Incomparable 
INHUMANS!”

Surely Kirby 
doesn’t “run out” 

of “Tales of Asgard” 
ideas. And why aren’t 

those Inhumans stories instead 
considered for a spot in one of 
Marvel’s “split” books like Tales 
to Astonish first, where they’d 
get a cover feature?
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Kirby and Lee both spoke at the 1967 New York Comicon. Photos by Mark Hanerfeld and Andy Yancus.



January 1968
Either Lee or Goodman (or both) sees value in marketing Stan 

as a “brand,” and prepares an ad which will run in Thor #153 and 
other Summer issues, selling an autographed portrait of “Stan the 
Man.” It’s preprinted with Lee’s signature and new catchphrase 
“Excelsior,” and though the ad promises photos of other Marvel 
stars, they never materialize, although Marvel’s upcoming fan club 
will offer a Bullpen photo kit with other creators included.

This month sees Kirby working on Thor #154, the first chap-
ter of his four-part Mangog epic, which will potentially lead to 
Ragnarok, the death of all the old Norse gods. It’s been rumored 
that Kirby wants to end Thor at this point, and transition to his 
own set of “new” gods, the genesis of which is a series of character 
concepts he’s been working on since 1966. I don’t know how seri-
ously Kirby pushed for this, if at all, but Lee and/or Goodman never 
would’ve approved of ending a successful book like Thor, and Kirby 
ends up saving his ideas for later use, as we’ll see.

Lee is interviewed on WFMU Radio in New Jersey about his 
and Kirby’s work at Marvel: “...Jack is the greatest artist in the 
world. He also is a great story man. He does all the breakdowns 
and basic plots and I dialogue. We didn’t start that way but Jack 
and I think so much alike. It isn’t the same with every artist. 
Some artists I have to sit with three or four times and sit down 

and type out a detailed script .
“I have always been a 

good hack writer. I’ve always 
been able to write whatever 
has been necessary. For exam-
ple, in the Army I used to write 
training films and I had never 
written films before. But they 
turned out great. I’ve written 
advertising, novels, just about 
everything. My style has changed only recently when we start-
ed our new line. The style I am writing in now is the one I am 
suited for, though.”
January 1968: WFMU Radio (Jersey City, NJ) interview with Stan Lee, by Joel Scott

Larry
Lieber:

“[Stan’s] change in his style really came, I think, 
with Fantastic Four and Spider-Man. Before 
that, he didn’t have that kind of style... later on, 

he got his style, and I didn’t particularly want to go 
with that style myself. I continued to write whatever way I did 
write. Later, when I did the Westerns, they were not written in 
Stan’s style.”
1999: Larry Lieber interviewed by Roy Thomas, from Alter Ego #2

February 1968
The Baltimore Sun features an article interviewing Lee: “We 

don’t cater to any special age group. But we do cater to a special 
intellectual level. Our readers, no matter what their ages, have 
proved to be bright, imaginative, informal, and sophisticated.”

Stan must’ve made a point to mention Jack’s name here, for the 
reporter to have included: “Marvel entered the super-hero field 
in 1963, [sic] when Lee and artist Jack Kirby introduced ‘The 
Fantastic Four’.”
Feb. 6, 1968: The Baltimore Sun (Baltimore, MD)  
article “Collegians Go For Comics,” by Jackie Harper
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1968

Marvel is selling somewhere between 

50–60 million copies this year.

The final episode of the Batman TV series 

airs, signaling the comics craze is dying.

Distributor Curtis Circulation becomes 

part of Perfect Film and Chemical,  

making a Marvel takeover even more likely. 

And As lee’s star continues to ascend, 

Kirby reportedly tries unsuccessfully to 

negotiate a better contract with Marvel 

publisher Martin Goodman.

Distance

Faux-autographed photo of Lee, sold in 1968 ads.

To keep Marvel’s comics appealing to the college 
crowd, Lee has Jack’s “tough juveniles” described in 
Thor #154’s margin notes, redrawn as hippies.

As the Batman TV show dies,  the last vestiges of the 1960s  comics craze are playing out,  as publishers like Gold Key see  there’s more to copying Marvel Comics’ success than just slapping super-heroes on your covers. © Gold Key Comics.



back, it might be that particular plot, or he might have changed 
fifty million things. And then I take it, and I try to write it and 
pull it all together. Whatever he has drawn, I try to tell it in 
my own way. So what happens, I think, is the reader gets the 
benefit of the best artistic efforts of both the artist and the 
writer. The artist is uninhibited. He’s not following an actual 
script, so he can go home and draw whatever he thinks are the 
most interesting, most dramatic pictures. Then the writer takes 
those drawings, and he’s uninhibited by any real preconceived 
notions, and he just writes his dialogue to suit the drawings. So 
I’d like to feel, when we’re all finished, it’s rather a perfect mar-
riage of art and script, you see.”
August 12, 1968: Stan Lee interviewed by Neal Conan on New York’s WBAI-FM radio

While Jack is working on this multi-part Dr. Doom 
story, a couple of fans find his 
address in the phone book, and 
bicycle to Kirby’s Long Island 
home, where he shows them a 
page (possibly page 19) from 
Fantastic Four #85 on his drawing 
board. Kirby tells them he plans to 
reveal that Dr. Doom’s face is only 
slightly scarred, not horribly disfig-
ured under his mask. The unmask-
ing scene does not play out this way 
in the published issue, either due to 
Jack changing it, or Stan. But on page 
15 of the issue, there are what appear 
to be distinct likenesses of some young boys—perhaps added by 

Kirby as a tribute 
to his unidentified 
visitors, although 
Len Wein and Marv 
Wolfman were also 
known to stop by, so 
it may be them.
1997: Per John Parrett’s letter in 
Jack Kirby Collector #16

[1970] “I had a hand 
in creating Doctor 
Doom... Doom is a 
very tragic figure... 
I like Doom. Doom 
has got a lot of 
class, he’s got a 
lot of cool. But 
Doom has one 

fallacy; he thinks he’s ugly. He’s afraid to take that mask off. Doom 
is an extremist; he’s a paranoid. He thinks in extremes. He can’t think, 
‘Well, I’ve got a scar on me, but that doesn’t make me repellent...’. 
Actually, Doom is a very handsome guy with a scar on him that he got 
from acid when he was a child. But Doom is an extremist, he’s a para-
noid. To him, he’s extremely ugly. If Doom were to lose one hair, he’d 
put on a wig. And if Doom had an enemy, he’d have to wipe him out. 
And if Doom thought that anybody was smarter than himself, he’d kill 
’em, because Doom would have to be the smartest man in the world. 
He’s an extremist; but, y’know, he has good manners...”
August 1–3, 1970: San Diego’s Golden State Comic Con (San Diego, California)

Back at WBAI radio, Lee goes on to give more credit to Kirby 
for his input: “I’ve got the worst memory in the world, but I 
have a feeling, when Jack Kirby named [The Silver Surfer]—he 
started out as a guest-star in Fantastic Four. Jack and I can 
never really remember which of us came up with most names. 
He wasn’t even supposed to be in the story. When I plotted it 
with Jack, it was just Galactus and so forth. And when I got 
the story from Jack to write the copy, he had drawn this fellow 
on the surfboard, and I think he called him ‘the Surfer’ or ‘the 
Silver Surfer,’ and the name was certainly euphonious, and we 
decided to keep it. And we all fell in love with him. Well, you see, 
this is loosely translated. In his own language, obviously, he 
said something else.

“[Ego, the Living Planet] was Jack’s idea, too. I remember 
I said, ‘You’ve got to be kidding.’ He said, ‘No, let’s get a living 
planet, a bioverse.’ Well, I didn’t want him to think I was chicken. 
I said, ‘All right, you draw it, I’ll write it.’ And, yeah, I think it 
turned out pretty good.

“...I was at some college, I think it was Princeton, and 
we had recently completed the stories with Galactus and the 
Silver Surfer, I think they were originally in three consecutive 
issues of The Fantastic Four, and apparently they made a great 
impression on these students at Princeton who were interview-
ing me. And the first time they mentioned the three issues, they 
referred to them as ‘The Galactus Trilogy,’ you see? And they 
said, ‘Referring to the Galactus Trilogy, who did you originally?’ 
blah-blah-blah. Well, to me, these guys calling it the ‘Galactus 
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[right] On this stat from Fantastic 
Four #85, Stan leaves a note for 
Sol Brodsky to contact Kirby about 
adding more detail in the large, 
circular “buttons” that hold Dr. 
Doom’s cloak to his armor, saying: 
“In close-ups such as this, I think 
the big ‘buttons’ should have more 
detail, pattern, or modeling. They 
look too unfinished, too cartoony 
this way.”

Doom’s vanity shows in Fantastic Four #85. Kirby viewed him as only having a small scar, while Lee saw him 
totally disfigured.

Visitors to Jack’s home?



January 1970
Jack Kirby draws Silver Surfer #18 instead of Thor #178. The 

switch served multiple purposes: To give a shot in the arm to the 
failing Surfer’s comic, as a lead-in to Kirby’s upcoming Inhumans 
series (those characters are guest-stars), and to give John Buscema 
a try-out on Thor. A fourth rationale may’ve been considered: To 
assign Jack the Surfer book as a too-little, too-late peace offering 
from Stan, who’s discouraged that his own Christ-like take on the 
character has flopped. Whatever the case, the relationship is unre-
pairable at this point, and the final page of Silver Surfer #18 [below] 

perfectly sums up Kirby’s 
frustration with his time at 
Marvel Comics.

Lee puts his best spin 
on recent events as he 
preps the Bullpen Bulletins 
page for July 1970 cover- 
date releases: “We just had 
a visit from JACK (KING) 
KIRBY, who winged 
his way eastward from 
sunny California to rap 
it up with Stan about the 
new INHUMANS series 
the Jolly One will be pro-
ducing in the forthcom-
ing Amazing Adventures. 
Sly ol’ Stan not only 
conned Jack into doing 
two yarns at once, but 
even cajoled the King 
into doing the script as 
well as the penciling for 
this great new series.”

I’d assume, 
instead of 
being talked 

into it, Kirby 
insisted on dialogu-

ing “The Inhumans,” so 
any plans he had for them 
wouldn’t be usurped, like 
his ideas for the Silver 
Surfer, Him, and Galactus 
had been.

In his “Stan’s 
Soapbox” column, Lee 
states this about most of 
his non-Kirby collaborations: “It takes about half a day to create 
the plot for an average 20-pager. That includes the hour or two 
spent in discussing the various story angles by the writer and 
penciler. Then, the penciler begins to draw the strip, and most 
pencilers average about two pages a day of peerless drawing. Of 
course there are speed demons like Kirby, Colan, and Buscema 
who can whip out three pages daily... Finally, the writer gets the 
penciled pages and usually spends about two full working days 
putting the dialogue and captions into a 20-pager. (Averaging 
10 pages daily.)”

But there’s been no two-hour plot conferences with Kirby in 
years, as the recent stories in Fantastic Four show. As Lee shapes  
up the FF #100 letter column, he inserts an almost hopeless- 
sounding “Personal Note From Stan And Jack” to kick it off:  
“Stan and Jack hereby pledge to continue unabated their 
efforts to see that the FF continues to earn its title as ‘the 
World’s Greatest Comics Magazine!’” 

The number of recent pan letters must’ve provoked this 
response, to stem the tide of negative responses about the lack-
luster FF title of late. Does Stan not have enough positive ones to 
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1970

It’s all been building to this point. Marvel’s 

sales are up to 60 million, but Kirby 

can’t get a better deal from its new  

owners. Large and small slights, from Lee 

and Goodman, have accumulated over the 

last decade, and Kirby feels
 the situation 

at his “house of ideas” is untenable. 

his continued lack of proper credit for his 

creations, and his inability to
 control their 

fate and use, leads him to his decision to 

depart the company he helped take to the 

Number One position in comics.

Departure

It’s clear what’s on Kirby’s mind; final panels to Amazing 
Adventures #1 [above] and [below] Fantastic Four #102.



From the time Kirby leaves Marvel for DC, through the end of 
1972, DC publishes 48 titles with Kirby’s work, compared to 106 
titles at Marvel with Kirby reprints—more than a 2-to-1 ratio in 
Marvel’s favor. It actually gets worse later in Kirby’s stay at DC. In 
1973, Marvel will unleash a third wave of reprint titles including 
such series as Marvel Double Feature, Marvel Spectacular, SHIELD, 
Tomb of Darkness, Human Torch, and Journey into Mystery, in addi-
tion to the continuing titles such as Marvel’s Greatest Comics, Marvel 
Super Heroes, Special Marvel Edition, and Mighty Marvel Western, all 
frequently featuring Kirby covers and stories. There is never a time 
in Kirby’s five-year absence that Marvel isn’t publishing more Kirby 
work than DC.

January 1971
On January 20, Lee speaks at a National Cartoonists Society 

gathering in New York City: “I would say that the comic book 
market is the worst market that there is on the face of the 
Earth for creative talent, and the reasons are numberless and 
legion. I have had many talented people ask me how to get into 
the comic book business. If they were talented enough, the first 
answer I would give them is, why would you want to get into 
the comic book business? Because even if you succeed, even if 
you reach what might be considered the pinnacle of success in 
comics, you will be less successful, less secure, and less effec-
tive than if you are just an average practitioner of your art in 

television, radio, movies, or what have you.”
January 20, 1971: National Cartoonists Society Roundtable discussion at the Lamb’s Club in NYC, with Stan Lee, 
Gil Kane, Will Eisner, John Goldwater, Sid Jacobson, Denny O’Neil, Murphy Anderson, and Howie Schneider.

Joan
Lee:

“I do remember one thing [Stan] was frustrated 
about that had nothing to do with comics, and that’s 
when they brought out the magazine called 

Celebrity. It was truly spectacular—done on a shoe-
string budget—everyone loved it, but Martin was unwilling to 
put enough money into it to give it the right distribution. Stan 
felt it could have been another People. Stan had always thought 
Hollywood and films, but Martin Goodman would never put any 
money into it. It became a dead end for Stan.”
Circa 2001: Joan Lee interview conducted by Blake Bell for I Have To Live With This Guy!

On January 31, Kirby gives an interview in Carmine Infantino’s 
DC Comics office in New York, where he’s asked how long he’s had 
the idea for New Gods: “Well, I guess for several years it’s probably 
been in the back of my mind, but I’ve never sat down and worked it 
out, though I’ve always known it’s been there.”

On why he didn’t use these new ideas at Marvel, he says: “It’s 
not that I was cramped, but there were limitations which stopped me 
from going on. Over here I have the chance to go beyond them; I feel 
that whatever story there is to this ‘gods’ business, the ‘new’ gods or 
the ‘old’ gods, I feel that there is a story to them. I feel that there was 
an actual replacement of the ‘old’ gods by new ones which are rele-
vant to what we see and hear. 

“I was 
involved in 
what I was 
doing there 
and I feel 
that this 
would never 
have fit into 
what they 
were doing. 
This is a 
whole new 
interpre-
tation and it 
cannot be told 
with shields 
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1971–74

Marvel’s Fantastic Four #108 is published, 

using Kirby’s original rejected FF #102 

story--the same month that DC Comics 

publishes Kirby’s Mister Miracle #1 and 

Jimmy Olsen #136. 

By mid-year, After
 discovering DC inker 

Vince Colletta has been showing New 

Gods pages around Marvel’s offices 

before publication, and being shown how 

Colletta
 omits details in his inking, Kirby 

insists on Mike Royer as his new DC inker.

Proving Ground

Lee accepts a “Shazam” award at a May 1971 banquet. 

Photo by Sal Amendola.

Kirby sketches by his backyard pool in 1971. Photo by Bill Bridges.

Kirby used a 1966 idea he  
formulated while still at Marvel,  
as the basis for his DC Comics 
New Gods series, and utilized  

his concept art on the  
first issue’s cover.



February 1975
Lee discusses the departure of Kirby, and whether he could’ve 

done his New Gods books at Marvel: “He could have. I don’t really 
know why he left. I think it was a personal thing. Jack never 
told me. I think it could be as simple as the fact that he got sick 

of everything he did say-
ing ‘by Stan Lee and Jack 
Kirby’. Maybe he just 
wanted to do his own 
thing and have the books 
saying ‘by Jack Kirby.’ 
But, as far as I was 
concerned, if he’d have 
told me he wanted to 
do his own book, I’d 
have said fine, and let 
him write it and draw 
it, but he never said 
it to me. I’ve heard 
that he was tired of 
doing things that 
he never owned, to 
copyright his char-
acters, shares of 
the profits, and so 
on. I wish I’d had 
the same thing, 
I don’t blame 
him. But what 
surprises me is 
that he doesn’t 
have any copy-
right now at 
National, as 
far as I know. 

“So, I 
really don’t 
know why 
he left. And 
I will say, in 
all honesty 
that I’d 
like Jack 
to come 
back, I 
want him 

to come back eventually. I sort of half-expect that he’ll come 
back when his contract ends—I think he’d be making a mistake 
not to come back. I’d say he did his best work at Marvel, his 
style is pure Marvel. Also I must admit that he has had so many 
books at National that have failed, whereas if they’d been for 
Marvel, I think they would still be being published—especially 
New Gods. 

“The thing about Jack is that though he’s a good story man, 
and a good artist, I feel he needs some control, some editing. He 
tends to get so wrapped up in what he wants to do, that he forgets 

what the readers might want. I think his material was a little 
better with us because we exercised some control. I remember 
on the very first issue of the Fantastic Four, I’d suggested in 
the synopsis a monster, and Jack drew a hundred red monsters. 
I said, ‘Jack, it’s more dramatic to have one monster that the 
reader worries about, than a hundred monsters.’ The trouble 
with Jack is that he’s so imaginative he tries to put every idea 
he can think of on every page. He tries to make every page a 
whole new original thought and action. That isn’t good story. 
You have to build up a mood. You’ve got to take one idea and 
stretch it over a few pages and milk the utmost drama out of it. 
It’s a matter of pacing—you don’t have a chance to catch your 
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1975–78

In early 1975
, Kirby presumably talks with 

Stan Lee, regarding the possibility of his 

returning to Marvel.

But even after he returns, Kirby faces 

pushback from the New YOrk office, n
ow 

populated by a few former comics fans 

turned pro. Some go out of their way to 

make his tenure difficult, by bad-mouthing 

his books, and reportedly stacking his 

books’ lette
r columns with negative mail.

Comings & Goings

On-stage at the San Diego Con, m
id-1970s. Photos by Shel Dorf.

One of Kirby’s few solo assignments in the 1960s, from Fantastic Four Annual #5 (1967).



On May 1, Kirby officially begins his new contract with Marvel 
Comics.

Summer 1975
In an interview done just prior to this July’s New York Comic 

Art Convention, Jack discusses his late 1950s and early 1960s work: 
“The [Challengers of the Unknown] issues I did were still formative 
and I can’t answer for what DC did with them. But they were heading 
for the super-hero image when I left. In many ways, they were the 
predecessors of the FF.

“[At Marvel] I was given monsters, so I did them. I would much 
rather have been drawing Rawhide Kid. But I did the monsters... we 
had Grottu and Kurrgo and It... it was a challenge to try to do some-
thing—anything with such ridiculous characters. But these were, in a 
way, the forefathers of the Marvel super-heroes. We had a Thing, we 
had a Hulk... and we tried to do them in a more exciting way.

“I felt, for a while, like I was doing them all. The stuff I wasn’t 
penciling, I was doing layouts on. I got the books going—I think that 
was mainly my function—so that, as Marvel acquired a top-notch 
staff, they could keep them going. You should remember that prior 
to this the entire staff consisted of Stan Lee, Sol [Brodsky], and Artie 
[Simek]. Artie was in the most secure position, because no matter 
what, the books had to be lettered.”
July 1975: New York Comic Art Convention booklet, “Jack Kirby: In His Own Right / Kirby Kirby Kirby” with 
Steve Sherman and Mark Evanier

An excerpt from his upcoming book Son of Origins of Marvel 
Comics runs, giving Stan’s account of creating Daredevil all by him-
self, including his baton weapon, after which he goes in search of 
the right artist—Bill Everett—to whom he “mentioned the general 
idea of Daredevil.” But for the creation of Galactus and the Silver 
Surfer, Lee describes it as much more collaborative with Kirby: 
“Jack Kirby and I were wracking our brains for a new antag-
onist who would offer an even greater challenge than any of 
those encountered so far... We named him Galactus.

“After we discussed 
the storyline for a 
Galactus trilogy, Jack 
spent the next few weeks 
roughing out the first 
20-page installment. 
When he brought it to 
me, I was surprised 
to find a brand-new 
character floating 
around the artwork—a 
silver-skinned, smooth-
domed, sky-riding 
surfer atop a silver 
surfboard.”
July 27, 1975: Arizona Daily Star 
(Tucson, AZ)

At the 1975 San 
Diego Comic-Con, 
Kirby hints that he 
may be returning to 

work on the Silver Surfer: “I have my 
own ideas about the Silver Surfer, and I won’t discuss them myself 
until I talk with Stan about them, and when the opportunity arises, 
I’m certainly going to give him my views, and accept his views, and 
possibly we’ll come up with something very, very interesting. Like I 
say, I would follow the Marvel magazines, and we might spring some 
surprises on you.”
Jul 30-Aug 3, 1975: The 1975 San Diego Comic Con, “Jack Kirby/Jim Steranko panel”

At this same 1975 San Diego Comic-Con, Lee recounts the 

creation of the 
Silver Surfer: “I 
better watch 
what I say, 
’cause I never 
know; Jack 
may be here. 
I’m not noted 
for always 
telling the 
truth, but at 
least people 
don’t usually 
catch me at 
it. But Jack 
may remember 
this, so I’ll be 
careful.

“I did not 
really create 
the Silver 
Surfer. Those 
of you who 
are historians 
or archivists, 
take note. 
Jack and I 
were doing the 
Fantastic Four, and we came up with this plot; something to do 
with Galactus and our usual crazy stuff. I was telling Jack, he 
wasn’t listening, and I wasn’t paying attention to what he was 
saying. He went off and drew something. The way we worked, 
for those of you who don’t know, is not the way they work at 
other companies, where the writer writes a script, and it’s given 
to an artist, and the artist draws it, and that’s the end of it. 
With us, it’s a marriage of talents. The artist and the writer will 
discuss the plot together, then the artist goes off to his little 
nook where he works, and he—without benefit of script!—only 
with this vague, ridiculous plot that he’s discussed, goes and 
draws the whole story all by himself.

“So following the basic plot, the artist draws it. Then, when 
the writer has to put in the copy, just imagine how much easier 
it is to look at a drawing and suit the dialogue perfectly to the 
expression of the character’s face—to what the drawing rep-
resents—than to try and write perfect dialogue when you’re 
looking at a blank sheet of paper, trying to imagine what the 
drawing will be like. So it worked out as the fastest way to work. 
It also gives us the best results. And you’re all sitting there 
thinking, ‘What does this have to do with the Silver Surfer?’

“Here’s what it has to do. Jack and I had discussed a story 
dealing with Galactus. All I remember is we were saying, ‘We’ve 
already had Doctor Doom, we’ve already had Sandman, and all 
these powerful villains. What can we do to top what we’ve done? 
The only thing to do is get a villain who’s practically a god... 
who doesn’t want to conquer the Earth; a villain who destroys 
whole planets!’ Well, that sounded good.

“It was easy for me to say it; now it was up to Jack to go 
home and draw it. I don’t remember; Jack may have come up 
with the name Galactus, or I might’ve. I probably wanted to call 
him Irving. The thing came back, and lo and behold, Jack had 
Galactus, and I loved it. Well, I love everything Jack does. I’d 
look at these drawings and I couldn’t wait to start writing the 
copy. All of a sudden, as I’m looking through the drawings, I see 
this nut on a surfboard flying in the air. And I thought, ‘Jack, 
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Portrait done for the Silver Surfer Graphic Novel.



Winter 1979
While Kirby entrenches himself in the animation industry, 

People Magazine interviews Lee for a feature article. The headline 
reads: “Stan Lee, creator of Spider-Man and The Incredible Hulk, 
is America’s biggest mythmaker.”
Jan. 29, 1979: People Magazine interview with Stan Lee by Barbara Rowes

Men’s 
magazine 
Genesis inter-
views Lee: 
“Comics are a 
team effort. I 
can say I cre-
ated Spider-
Man, but 
Steve Ditko, 
the artist 
who worked 
on it with me, 
will say: ‘Hey, 
what about 
me? I drew it, 
and I helped 
with some of 
the plots.’ And 
that goes for 
the inkers, 
colorists,  
letterers, and editors. It’s such a complex process, how the hell 
do you know whom to pay for what?”
February 1979: Genesis magazine, Stan Lee interview by Steve Swires

Here, Lee 
is inex-
plicably 

equating 
inkers,  

colorists, and 
letterers—who 
despite their  
talents, are all 
basic production 
people—with the penciler of the 
strip, who actually contributes to the creation of story and plot. 
Does this give us insight into his own valuation of anyone who’s not 
handling the writing end of a comic book?

Spring 1979
On March 30, Jack Kirby has a cameo as a police sketch artist 

on The Incredible Hulk TV show episode “No Escape” [above].
In May, Lee’s New York apartment is robbed while he is in Los 

Angeles, giving him more reason to move to LA permanently. Stan 
is in talks with Lee Kramer, Olivia Newton-John’s manager and boy-
friend, to produce a big-budget Silver Surfer movie, inspired by the 
Silver Surfer Graphic Novel.

Fall 1979
Lee and John Buscema collaborate to produce the first issue of 

The Savage She-Hulk, and a Silver Surfer story for Epic Illustrated #1, 
while Kirby goes back to his early newspaper roots and draws the 
comic strip adaptation of Disney’s film The Black Hole.
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1979–1994

both LEE and Kirby’s futures are now in 

Hollywood, But while Stan seeks the 

limelight, Jack works behind-the-scenes in 

Animation, while keeping a hand in comics 

by creating comics for the budding Direct 

Market of Comic Book Stores.

sadly, Kirby’s twilight years are plagued 

by a battle with Marvel Comics, over 

the return of his 1960s original artwork, 

which he has been quietly a
sking for over 

the course of several years, While getting 

stonewalled by Marvel.

Conflict

As this year begins, Kirby had just wrapped up work on Depatie-Freleng’s 1978 The New Fantastic Four animated series, doing storyboards such as the above example. Kirby rehashed old FF comics for these 13 episodes, and both Lee 
and Roy Thomas provided dialogue, but Jack didn’t work directly with either of them.

Lee with friends from the 1979 Genesis magazine interview.

Panel from the third week of the Black Hole newspaper strip.



1980
After 41 years in New York, Lee moves permanently to Los 

Angeles. His publisher-chairman title at Marvel is intact (though 
partly emeritus), but he has new goals: Improving Marvel’s position 
in Hollywood, and setting up an animation studio.

As Lee’s star ascends, a bitter Wallace Wood slams Lee and 
the Marvel Method, in an essay about an editor named “Stanley”: 
“Well, he DID come up with two sure-fire ideas... the first one 
was ‘Why not let the artists WRITE the stories as well as draw 
them?’... And the second was... ‘ALWAYS SIGN YOUR NAME ON 
TOP... BIG.’ And the rest is history... Stanley, of course became 
rich and famous... over the bodies of people like Bill [Everett] 
and Jack [Kirby].”
1980: Wallace Wood essay “What Makes Stanley Run?” in the Woodwork Gazette #5 newsletter

In February, Irene Vartanoff takes a full inventory of what 
original art is currently stored in Marvel Comics’ warehouse, while 
Kirby begins work on the Thundarr The Barbarian animated series, 
launching a long association with the Ruby-Spears animation stu-
dio. Unlike his time at Marvel, for the first time he has job benefits, 
including health insurance.

1981
This year, Kirby’s fight with Marvel 

Comics over the return of his original art 
begins in earnest. In the early ’80s, he is 
asked by his legal team to make some notes about his work 
for the company. According to Mark Evanier, Kirby dictates the 
notes to Roz before signing them. In addition to details of creation 
and credit, he touches on the circumstances that brought him and 

the company back together in their time of mutual 
need: “When I arrived at Marvel in 1959, [sic] it was 
closing shop that very afternoon, according to what 
was related to me by Stan Lee.

“The comic book dept. was another victim of 
the Dr. Wertham negative cycle + definitely was 
following in the wake of EC Comics, The Gaines 
Publishing House.

“In order to keep working I suggested to Stan 
Lee that to initiate a new line of ‘Super Heroes’ he 
submit my ideas to Martin Goodman, the Publisher 
of Marvel.

“To ensure sales I also did the writing which 
I was not credited for, as Stan Lee wrote the 
credits for all of the books, which I did not contest 
because of his relationship with the publisher Martin 
Goodman.

“Although I was not allowed to write the 
‘Balloon’ dialogue, the stories, the characters + the 
additional planning for the scripts’ progress was 
strictly due to my own foresight + literary workman-
ship.

“There were no scripts . I created the characters + wrote the 
stories in my own home + merely brought them into the office each 
month.”
Source: Handwritten notes signed by Jack Kirby, Justia, Dockets & Filings, Second Circuit, New York, New York 
Southern District Court, Marvel Worldwide, Inc. et al v. Kirby et al, Filing 97, Exhibit RR.

The above is the best example I’ve come across of the confus-
ing nature of authorship terminology in comics. Kirby takes credit 
for the “script’s” progress, while saying there were no “scripts.” He 
obviously means two different things, depending on the word’s  
context, so all his comments need to be closely examined, to avoid 
any misunderstanding of what he is saying.

Summer sees Kirby’s debut issue of Captain Victory and the 
Galactic Rangers published by Pacific Comics, making it Jack’s first 
comic published specifically for the Direct Market of comic books 
stores. This launches a new distribution model for comic books, 
which is still being used today.

Fall 1981
In September, Fantastic Four #236, the 20th anniversary 

issue, is published. It includes, without his permission, Kirby’s 
storyboards created for the 1978 Depatie-Freleng New Fantastic 
Four cartoon show repurposed as a story, with dialogue by Lee and 
tightened pencils and inks by ten artists. When he learns of it, Kirby 
demands the removal of his name and likeness from the cover, 
citing unauthorized use of his Fantastic Four storyboards inside for 

nefarious “celebratory purposes.”
When approached to be interviewed 

for fan publication The Fantastic Four 
Chronicles, Kirby declines to answer the first 
round of questions sent to him, which focus 
on his 1960s Marvel work. He also expresses 
his dismay to the interviewer over Marvel’s 
uncompensated reuse of his Fantastic Four 
animation storyboards to make a “new” 
Lee/Kirby story in Fantastic Four #236: “The 
trouble is that ‘Marvel wants it all.’ It worked 
that way in the past. But I’d like to see a more 
equitable future where deals can be worked out 
to the benefit of all who work for sales.”

October 1981 (Feb. 1982 cover date): The Fantastic Four Chronicles, published by FantaCo Enterprises, Inc., 
“Questions and Answers With Jack Kirby, Version Two,” interview by Roger Green

On November 2, comics great Wallace Wood dies, of a self- 
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Kirby’s work on 
Thundarr leads to 

steady work as an 
animation con-

ceptualizer for the 
remainder of his 
working career.

Kirby draws at the 1980 San Diego Comic-Con.



Starting in the late 
1980s, Marvel launches 
its ambitious Marvel 
Masterworks line of hard-
cover collections, keeping 
in print high quality 
reprints of the classic Lee 
and Kirby stories for cur-
rent readers. It flourishes 
in the 1990s, and contin-
ues to serve both men’s 
legacies well today.

In September 1994, I start 
The Jack Kirby Collector maga-
zine, of which this book serves 
as its 75th issue. My goal is to 
document Kirby’s own legacy 
in my own modest way, but I 
have no idea of the journey it is 
about to take me on.

1995–2007
At a time when most 

people slow down or retire, Lee’s 
own journey seems to be just getting started. In 1998, he signs a 
contract making him Chairman Emeritus of Marvel Comics for life. 
Peter Paul and Lee begin a new internet-based super-hero creation, 
production, and marketing studio, Stan Lee Media, which ends 
up filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in February 2001. 
That same year, Lee, Gill Champion, and Arthur Lieberman form 
POW! (Purveyors of Wonder) Entertainment to develop film, tele-
vision, and video game properties. Lee attaches his name to various 
comics-related print ventures throughout the 21st century, none 
of which has generated anything lasting as of this writing. He also 
licenses his name to a comic book convention in Los Angeles. But 
while he produces no notable creations in this era, he’s tireless at 
what he’s always been superb at: Marketing Stan Lee.

I performed an internet search for “Stan Lee Interview” and got 
almost 27 million hits (as opposed to about 5 million for “Jack Kirby 

Interview”). While he never hesitates to mention Jack, most of Lee’s 
quotes from this era are, to varying degrees, deftly worded to give 
credit for the art to Kirby (and Ditko), but to emphasize that the 
ideas all started with him. Some examples:

STAN LEE: “...It was the day Jack Kirby and I created the 
Fantastic Four. Even as I described the characters to Jack, I 

could almost see the wheels spinning in his brain...”
1995: Fantastic Four #400

“I remember the conversation I had with Jack Kirby 
when I told him about the Hulk...”
1996: “Stan Lee: The Comix Man” documentary, https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vgapiQek7I

“I came up with [The FF’s] powers in my crowded lit-
tle workroom in my house on Long Island, 30+ years ago, 
Charlie. But their design was created by the legendary Jack 
Kirby in his own home, also on Long Island.”
1998: “Stan Lee’s Soapbox” column

“I would say, ‘Look, Jack, here’s the story I want you to 
tell.’ And Jack would bring back the story I had given him, but 
he would also add a lot of imaginative things of his own...”
June/July 1998: “Spider-Man in the Marketplace,” Jules Feiffer, Civilization

“I told Jack about it and when I saw the way he drew Thor 
it was just wonderful... the outfit he gave him... the hammer. 
I wanted him to have that 
hammer, and I came up 
with a plot so he could...”
July 1998: Stan Lee interview by Bob Brodsky in 
Comic Book Marketplace #61

“In the beginning, I 
would give Jack the idea 
for the character. I would 
describe the characters and 
give him an idea on how 
I wanted them to be. Jack 
would then draw the story 
and give me the exact ren-
dition that I was looking for 
in the character...”
Apr. 2, 1999: “Writing for Himself: Stan Lee 
Speaks,” by James Cangialosi, Comics Buyer’s 
Guide #1324
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1995-On

In fairness to Kirby, who isn’t around to 

have his say after 1994, I’m limiting Lee’s 

quotes Here to only Pivotal ones that 

provide new information to this discussion. 

many just repeat the same anecdotes 

Stan perfected
 over the years.

As Marvel Comics goes from its 1996 

bankruptcy to becoming a factor in the 

Stock Market, Lee
 continues building his 

Hollywood presence, and solidifies his 

legacy in receiving creator credit.

Closing Arguments

1996: “Stan Lee: The Comix Man” documentary, © A&E Television Networks

KIRBY & LEE: 
STUF’ SAID!

THE COMPLEX GENESIS OF 
THE MARVEL UNIVERSE, IN ITS 

CREATORS’ OWN WORDS
For its 75th issue, the Jack Kirby Collector magazine 

presents this first-of-its-kind examination of the creators 
of the Marvel Universe, in an oversize book! It looks back 
at their own words, in chronological order, from fanzine, 
magazine, radio, and television interviews, to paint a 
picture of Jack Kirby and Stan Lee’s relationship—why it 
succeeded, where it deteriorated, and when it eventually 
failed. Also here are recollections from Steve Ditko, Wal-
lace Wood, John Romita Sr., and more Marvel Bullpen 
stalwarts who worked with both Kirby and Lee. Rounding out this book is a study of the duo’s  
careers after they parted ways as collaborators, including Kirby’s difficulties at Marvel Comics in the 
1970s, his last hurrah with Lee on the Silver Surfer Graphic Novel, and his exhausting battle to get 
back his original art—and creator credit—from Marvel. Stuf’ Said gives both men their say, compares 
their recollections, and tackles the question, “Who really created the Marvel Comics Universe?”.  
By John Morrow.

(160-page FULL-COLOR trade paperback) $24.95
ISBN: 978-1-60549-086-1 • (Digital Edition) $11.95 • Diamond Order Code: MAY182059
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